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Introduction 

Community Long Term Care (CLTC) operates home and community-based 

waiver programs for persons eligible for nursing home care but who prefer to 

receive their services in the community. Through a process of case 

management and an individualized service package, waiver clients are able to 

successfully remain at home at a cost to Medicaid that is substantially less than 

the cost of institutional care. 1 CLTC is approximately 1/3 the cost of 

institutionalized care (Appendix 1). Ensuring that eligible clients enter this 

program is a desirable outcome. 

The CLTC program began statewide in 1983 after a three-year pilot 

program in the Upstate. It was first established to meet the needs of the 

elderly or disabled person who was not able to care for himself or herself 

independently over a long period of time, perhaps for life. 2 

To become a program participant, a referral is made requesting waivered 

services for a participant by anyone with knowledge of the individual's needs. 

An applicant must meet intake criteria before an assessment is scheduled with 

a registered nurse. 

An assessment is a method used to determine an applicant's long term 

care needs through the use of a comprehensive standard instrument. 

1 http://www. dhhs. state. sc. us/ dhhsnew /insideD HHS/B ureaus/B ureauofLongTermCare Services/W aiverManagement. asp 

2 http://www.dhhs.state.sc.us/dhhsnew/insideDHHS/Bureaus/BureauofLongTermCareServices/WaiverManagement.asp 



Information obtained during the assessment process is considered adequate in 

making a level of care decision and for initiating service planning with the 

participant and/or family member. An assessment form must be completed for 

any person referred to CLTC who meets intake criteria unless the person is 

terminated prior to assessment completion. 

The South Carolina Long Term Care Assessment Form (SCDHHS Form 

1718) (Appendix 2) is in 5 parts and is 14 pages long. A CLTC Registered 

Nurse interviews the participant asking questions regarding geographical, 

medical, functional, psycho-behavioral and environmental needs. This 

interview is extensive and can take up to an hour of time, or longer, depending 

on the circumstances in the home. 

Medical questions indicate diagnoses and conditions present, the stability 

of conditions, and any abnormal lab data about which participants or 

knowledgeable others are aware. Participants indicate frequency of all 

treatments and therapies. Skin conditions and nutrition are discussed at 

length. Every medication that is being taken is listed with frequency, dosage, 

route of administration and any discontinuation date if known. 

Functional information includes an extensive discussion about activities of 

daily living. This information is the basis for determining a level of care. The 

program needs to know the level of care needed for transfer, locomotion, 
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dressing, eating, toilet use, bathing, and continence. Other information 

includes levels of communication, ability to understand and be understood, 

speech clarity, modes of expression and vision. 

The psycho-behavioral information collected includes questions for 

cognitive patterns, memory, decision making skills, mood behaviors, problem 

behaviors, and a mental questionnaire. The environmental information page is 

for client outcomes, instrumental activities of daily living and questions 

regarding the residence to determine if environmental modifications or other 

community supports may be needed in the home. 

Problem Statement 

The assessment is an extremely long and personal process. A large 

majority of people referred to the program will take the time to go through the 

CLTC assessment and complete the application process only to be placed on a 

waiting list pending financial eligibility. We have determined only about 25% of 

those placed on the waiting list, pending financial eligibility, complete the 

process and actually enter the Community Long Term Care program. We want 

to find out what the barriers are in our Medicaid eligibility process that stop 

participants from completing the long term care process. These barriers keep 

them from receiving Medicaid waiver services that will assist them in remaining 
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at home perhaps saving the state valuable long term care dollars. 

To apply for Medicaid or another coverage program the Department of 

Health and Human Services manages, you must fill out an application and send 

it to us. You may apply in person at the County Offices of the Department of 

Health and Human Services, federally qualified rural health centers, and at 

most hospitals. 3 

The financial application (Appendix 3) for Medicaid for Waiver Services is 

eight (8) pages long with a one (1) page list of required documentation that 

must accompany the application for processing. The eight pages consist of 26 

questions or sections requiring varying degrees of response, a page of rights 

and responsibilities and a section on Estate Recovery. Estate Recovery is a 

statement explaining that the Department of Health and Human Services will 

seek recovery from the estate at the time of death for home and community 

based services and for nursing facility, hospital and prescription drug services 

while in the waiver. 

Applicants must provide proof of Power of Attorney, Guardianship or 

Conservator, proof of gross income, copy of all health insurance cards and 

current premium notices, burial assets, including pre-need contracts, copies of 

life insurance policies, verification of any assets/resources, verification of any 

http: //www.dhhs.state.sc .us/dhhsnew!InsideDHHS/Bureaus/EiigiblityPolicyAndOversight/How%20and%20Where%20t 
o%20Apply.asp 
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assets sold or transferred in the last 60 months and if not eligible for Medicare 

Part A or B they must provide verification of citizenship and identity - these all 

must be original documents (Appendix 4 ). 

There are some legitimate reasons people may not follow through with 

the application process that have little or nothing to do with the process itself. 

For example, they may not be financially eligible, meaning their income or 

resources exceed Medicaid limits, so they choose not to pursue the application. 

These people could die or the family could decide to place the person in a 

nursing facility. An illness or hospitalization could also be a factor in preventing 

or delaying completing of the process. 

Research 

The CLTC Waiting List averages approximately 2,300 individuals daily. 

CLTC has case management software that tracks the individual's entire history 

in the program from referral/application to closure. Once application is made, if 

an individual does not meet intake criteria, the individual is closed to a Status 

17: Inappropriate After Intake (Appendix 5), and if the individual meets intake 

criteria they will be placed on the waiting list in Status 28. There are criteria 

and processes for placement in each Status. During the past several years we 

have noticed a pattern of high declinations and terminations in outcome 

Categories 11: Declined Participation and 19: Terminated Other 1 Unknown. 
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Potential participants in these statuses should be already certified as medically 
' 

eligible for CLTC services. There are six possible reasons: 

• Person died; there is no need for future services. 

• They get their needs 'met' by non-state resources, e.g., family, friends, 

insurance, etc. - out of state 

• They get their needs 'met' by non-state resources, e.g., family, friends, 

insurance, etc. - in state 

• They aren't getting their needs 'met' - making them high risk for 

expensive services later. 

• They are getting their needs 'met' with expensive services. 

• Some other way. 

One significant reason for Status 11 is "estate recovery" is causing people to 

decline services. Other key themes (Appendix 6) include participants deciding 

they did not need the program either because their condition got better, they 

didn't want a stranger in the house, they really didn't want the program -

someone else had applied for them, or they were getting their needs met in 

other ways. Status 19 could come about for many reasons, including Area 

Offices using different interpretations of the Status 19 code. The working 

assumption for this project was that the process was fundamentally sound and 

closures were being coded appropriately. 
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Data Collection 

A short instrument (Appendix 7) was developed which was pre-coded to the 

extent possible. However, given the exploratory nature of the project, more 

than half of the questions had to be open-ended. Questions were limited to a 

minimum both because of the target population and the desire to keep the 

interviews as short as possible. 

Waiting List Current Status data were obtained for a three month period 

between 6/1/2008- 8/31/2008 from all 13 South Carolina Statewide Area 

Offices (Appendix 8). There were 389 Status 11 individuals and 96 Status 19 

individuals. Contact was attempted to obtain as many who could be reached 

and who would agree to be interviewed by telephone. 

Contacts were attempted using a randomized selection order. From these 

485 people, interviews were obtained from 113 potential participants. Research 

assistants from the Center for Social Welfare Research and Assessment 

conducted the interviews. The interviews took an average of 15 - 20 minutes. 

Data (Appendices 9 and 10) were entered into Excel 2007 spreadsheets. The 

fixed response data were analyzed using SPSS. The open-ended data were 

categorized and common themes were devised. 

Data Analysis 

Given the exploratory nature of the study, no claims of representativeness 

are made. However, the percentage of the population sampled and the answers 
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given make the results interesting and informative. Even if by chance data 

were obtained only from those cases where there were problems, there are still 

too many problems. 

The first - and most important - finding is that the system as currently 

configured is not functioning as designed. In too many cases, for too many 

reasons, things do not happen as they should. The answer does not seem to be 

a problem with the fundamental design, but, rather, in how the design is 

carried out. 

According to the data, there are a myriad of reasons why individual cannot 

or do not navigate through the long term care eligibility process: Some 

individuals feel they don't want to take up space on the program, or they feel 

their family can provide their care. Many individuals did not qualify based on 

health or finances at the time of this study. Some felt they would lose other 

benefits or misunderstood what services were being offered. Thirty-nine 

percent (39%) of the Status 19 [Terminated Other/Unknown] could not be 

contacted for interviews, as they were listed as "disconnected" or "wrong 

number/no number". Comparatively, in the Status 11 [Declined Participation] 

Status, 21 °/o were without a working phone number. 

After analyzing all responses, the data indicate three (3) larger problems 

within the current process: 
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1. There seems to be a lack of communication between CLTC workers ..--.... 

and the participants during the application process. 

2. There seems to be major problems in coding, with a substantial 

number of miscodes. 

3. As hypothesized, "estate recovery" is a barrier. 

In two (2) of these problems, worker commitment and error seem to be the 

problem - which will only get worse under current budget restrictions as· 

workers' caseloads could increase. 

Lack of Communication 

Table 1 shows one immediate area of concern. 

Table 1 - Feedback on the Application Process 

' 
Valid Cumulative . -· 

Frequency · Percent Percent Percent 
1 None at all 50 44.2 44.2 44.2 
2 Only Once. · 23 . 20.4 20.4 64.6 ".1 -

' 3 Several times .. 21 18.6 18.6 83.2 ' 
4 Many times ' 4 3.5 3.5 86.7 
5 Constantly 2 1.8 1.8 88.5 

.-- 6 Don't Remember or 
left blank or didn't ' 13 11.5 11 .5 100.0 
apply 
Total 113 100.0 100.0 

As more than half of the participants say they had one or fewer contacts, it 

is no wonder they didn't continue with the process. It is tempting to say that 

the Status 19 people were terminated because of a lack of contact from CLTC. 

In fact, these two charts do not support that assumption. 

-----
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Status 11 
SUtus 19 

Examples of lack of communication are shown by some of the answers to the 

question "What was it that made you decide NOT to follow through with or 

finish the application process." Table 2 shows all the answers. Status 11 and 

Status 19 answers are combined, as they are not significantly different. 

It is obvious that the 16°/o in the first two Answer Categories indicate flawed 

communication. The impact of lack of communication is shown to the extreme 

in the response: "I am on the program and I have two ladies who come out, 

but they said they had to quit by next week and now I don't know who will help 

me." 

As the respondent was never on the Table 2 - Not Follow Through 
Answer Category 0/o 

program, the answer raises even more Currently receiving services 5 
No contact 11 

questions about what happened to the Did not qualify 16 
Did not understand 5 

process. Didn't want help 28 
Financial 13 

Of those individuals that did not follow Misc. 10 
Property 12 
Total 100 through with the process, 28°/o didn't want 

help, 16°/o didn't qualify and 12°/o were concerned with estate recovery. 

10 



Coding Problems 

Not only do the first two Answer Categories indicate communication 

problems, they are incorrectly coded. In fact, other than "Didn't want help" and 

"Property" (did not want to give up property), the other responses could be 

miscoded as well. The results indicate at least 50°/o of the reasons for not 

continuing with the process were inappropriately coded. 

Estate Recovery 

As shown in Table 2, approximately 12°/o of the respondents did not want 

to give up their assets. This would 

be fine except there are indications that family 
Table 3 - How are needs met 

will take care of them rather than lose their Answer Category 0/o 
Participant died 3 

assets. The reality is in many cases the family Family -- in state 50 
Needs not met 9 

is unable to continue care. Eventually, the Hospice 6 
PACE 1 

respondent often goes to a nursing home - Nursing home 3 
Other 28 

where they lose their assets anyway and it Total 100 

costs the state much more money than if the respondent had received CLTC 

services and remained in his/her home. 

Table 3 suggests that the issue of estate recovery for CLTC services could 

have major ramifications. There was not a significant difference between the 

two Statuses on this question. However, there is a strong suggestion that the 

Status 19 respondents were much more fragile, as they tend to have died or 

,..--., 
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gone into Hospice at a higher rate than Status 11 respondents. 

Table 3 indicates that estate recovery considerations are important 

determinants when families are making decisions about long term care 

services. This seems especially true for decisions concerning home and 

community-based services. Ironically, since LTC consumers must meet the 

same medical threshold for both home and community-based care and nursing 

facility care, one could assume that the disparity of the costs for care in these 

two settings is not heavily weighed by families in their consideration. The 

reality is home care can delay institutionalization, thereby offering cost 

avoidance to NF care which is 1/3 the cost of home care. The 'Other' category 

is very mixed, yet, there is some indication there that the needs will not be met 

and will also result in the need for more expensive future care. 

Summary and Recommendations 

The three issues of concern discovered in this study, Lack of Communication, 

Coding Problems, and Estate Recovery can be improved in three ways: 

1. Communications - addressed through training and local oversight. 

a. While Area Offices are granted a significant amount of autonomy 

to tailor their operations to the geography and population 

served, protocol should be developed and implemented to 

address issues such as disconnected phone numbers for waiting 

list participants. In some area offices this appears to result in an 
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automatic Status 19, while additional efforts should be made to 

contact the participant. Other areas of inconsistency around the 

state should also be addressed in this manner. 

b. Conduct an annual consumer survey of waiting list participants 

and include those who have declined participation. This would 

incorporate some quality assurance into the process and create 

more accountability among staff. 

2. Coding Problems- addressed through training. 

a. CLTC has instituted new codes which are not being used as they 

should be. CLTC workers are not averse to doing things if they 

understand the reasons and results. CLTC training should include 

feedback to the workers on the purposes of the codes and how 

coding correctly can provide data for increased funding and 

process changes that would have a positive impact on 

participants' lives. Further research needs to be done into the 

direct causes of miscoding. Future surveys and focus groups 

with field nurses are options. 

b. The Area Administrators must be made aware of the mistakes in 

miscoding and held accountable for improvement. The current 

"Intake" process needs to be added to the Quality Assurance 

review criteria. Accurate coding percentage needs to be 
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established and shared with staff. Data reports should be run, 

reviewed and substandard work should be shared with staff for 

corrective action. 

3. Estate Recovery- addressed through Agency Information. 

Estate Recovery is a very difficult issue to explain. The Agency 

needs to make information about estate recovery limits available to 

applicants in ways that allow for more informed choices. There 

could be potentially significant savings to the state to ensure 

applicants for CLTC services understand that "estate recovery" is 

not something unique to CLTC, rather it will be a part of any future 

Medicaid institutional care services. For example, an applicant will 

refuse CLTC because of estate recovery, but if they later enter a 

nursing facility under Medicaid, it will be more costly to their estate. 

This issue should be fully addressed by DHHS. 

General Recommendation 

The Agency should consider piloting a "communications specialist" in one or 

two of the CLTC Area Offices that would assist participants in understanding 

and navigating through the long term care processes. This specialist would also 

be able to discuss estate recovery with participants/potential participants and 

answer any questions they might have. We need to create consistency in 

information and alleviate the misunderstandings in this area. 

14 
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When this study began, a system problem was not considered. The results 

of this study show there are problems that must be addressed. Consequently, 

the last recommendation is that this study should be replicated at a future date. 

Given the dimensions of the problems and the issues involved, a replication will 

be much easier to do, as most questions can be pre-coded, and the study can 

focus on the three problem areas. 
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What does the spending look like over the past 
10+ years for NFs and CLTC? 

Average daily expenditures for: 

• Nursing Facility Care 

• CL TC Community Choices Waiver Participants 
Comparison of Nursing Home and Community Long Term Care 
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Appendix 2 

(For CL TC Use Only) 
~lication Date: 91611991 

!-

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
!.IDENTIFYING/DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Intake Worker: CASE3 

l. .. .:nt Choice 1 Community Choices Date of Choice __:9:..:.1.=61c..:1-=9..::.9..:..1 _____ _ 

1. Elderly Disabled 4. Children's PCA 20. Pre-Admission Screening 23. HMO/Nursing Home 99. Other/Unknown 
2. Ventilator Waiver 5. SC Choice 21 . Non-Medicaid PASARR 40. TEFRA 
3. HIVIAIDS Waiver 6. HASCI Waiver 22. Nursing Home Conversion 41. OSS RCF 

CLIENT INFORMATION 
Name: 
Perman_e_n-:-t-:A:-d:-d:-r-e-ss- :---:. 

----
City:_ State: SC Zip: County: Rural/Urban: R 

Mailing Address:. ___ =:-..,------:::;;----------------
City: State: Zip: 

Phone 1: 1 

Location: __: ______ _ 
Functional Touch Tone Phone: N 

Date of Birth: 
Medicare Number: 

Address: Same As Above 
City: 

,.----. 

State: SC 

~ctions to Client's Location: 

Comments: 

Name: 
AddresS:i 

··- - -

Phone 2: Phone 3: 
Locatio_n_: -------- Location: --------

Toll Free Access: N 

Social Security Number: ___ _ 
Medicaid Number: 

PRESENT LOCATION 

Zip: Phone: ________ _ 

RESPONSIBLE PARTY 

City: State: SC L1p: L 

Home Phone: ( --Work Phone: l -------- Ext: Cell Phone: _______ ~ 

Relationship to Client: 8 Grandchild 
r--

1. Spouse 4. Parent 7. Grandparent 10. Friend 99. Other 
2. Child/Child's Spouse 5. Aunt/Uncle 8. Grandchild 11 . Neighbor 
3. Sibling 6. Cousin 9. Niece/Nephew 12. Self 

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (10/1 /02) Previous Editions Are Obsolete 



CL TC Client#: 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
I. IDENTIFYING/DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Client Name: ---------------------------

Marital Status: 2 

1. Married 
2. Widowed 
3. Divorced/ Separated 
4. Single 

Race: W 

White 
Black 
Asian 
Hispanic 
Indian 
Native Hawaiian/ 

Pacific Islander 
Other 

Primary Language (please circle) 

1. English 
7. Japanese 

2. Spanish 
8. Korean 

3. French 
9. Chinese 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
(Circle Appropriate Categories) 

Sex: F 

Female 
Male 

4. German 
10. Italian 

Education: 

0. Less than third grade 
1. Third through eighth grade 
2. Some high school 
3. High school graduate 
4. Some college 
5. College graduate 

5. Russian 
11 . Greek 

6. Vietnames 
99. Other 

REFERRAL INFORMATION 

Reason for Referral: (circle functional dependencies) 

X Locomotion 
Transfer 

Dressing 
Eating 

Does client know referral is being made? (Y/N) Y 

Toilet Use 
Bathing 

Incontinence 

Speakers English: N 
Read I Writes English: N 

lfno,whynot? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REFERRAL SOURCE (please circle) 

2 DHEC 

Referring Person: 
Address: 
City: State: sc 
Phone: · 

-------------

Referral Location: 3 

1. DSS 
2. DHEC 
3. DMH 
4. DDSN 
5. COA 

Zip: 

6. Hospital 
7. NH 
8. MD 
9. CLTC 
10. HIV CBO 

1. Nursing Home 2. Hospital 3. Community 4. RCF 9. Other 

RESOURCE INFORMATION 

11 . Other 
12. Family/Friend 
13. Home Health 
14. RCF 
15. HMO 

Complete this section for waiver and CPCA cases only 

Private Health Insurance: (Y/N) 
Policy Name 
Policy Number 

Private Long Term Care Insurance: (YIN) 
Policy Name 
Policy Number 

VA Benefits? (Y/N) N Hospice Client? (Y/N) N 

lCDHHS FORM 1718 (10/1/02) Previous Editions Are Obsolete 

Hospice Prior Authorization Code: 

2 

16. Self 
17. DHHS Eligibility 
99. Other 

/ 



SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
!.IDENTIFYING/DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

CL TC Client #: Client Name: 
r----. 

HOUSING INFORMATION 
(Complete this section for Waiver and Child PCA cases only) 

Number of living in household (including client) ____ _ 

Living Arrangements: 

11. Alone, in home or apartment 
11 . Alone, in home or apartment 
12. Alone, in rented room(s) 
13. Alone, in boarding home 
14. Alone, in nursing home 
15. Alone, in hospital 
16. Alone, in other location 
21 . With spouse, in home or apt 
22. With spouse, in rented room 
29. With spouse, in other location 
31 . With others, in home or apt 
32. With others, in rented room 
39. With others, in other location 

Type of Dwelling: 

1. Single Family Home 
2. Duplex 
3. Apartment Building 
4. Mobile Home 
5. Residential Care Facility 
6. Nursing Home 
7. Hospital 
8. Rented Room 
99. Other 

PHYSICIAN INFORMATION 

Ownership: 

1. Client owns 
2. Client rents 
3. Family member owns 
4. Family member rents 
99. Other 

Primary Physician: ----------------------------
Address: _______ =---=-=---=-----------
City: State: SC Zip: ____ _ 
Phone: Fax_: __ 
Office Contact: -------

,....--.._ 

SecondaryPhysicia_n_: ___________________________ _ 
Address: _______ --=--------,=------------
City: State: Zip: _____ _ 
Phone: Fax_: __ 
Office Contact: --------

Specialty: ________________ _ 

Signature of Person Completing Section I Date 

(For CL TC use only) 

Assigned to Waiting List? (Y/N) CL TC Number Assigned: ______ _ 

Referral Type: 1 Referral Mode: 2 Intake Criteria Met (Y/N): YES 

1. New Application 
2. Re-Aplication 
3. Transfer 

Previous CL TC No: __ _ 

Financial Eligibility Verified? (Y/N) N 
I~C/CM Assigned: 

1. Assessment 
2. Phone/Walk-in 
3. 1231 
4. Written 
9. Other 

Eligibility Category'"'":==~------
Date assigned: 5/19/1992 

---------

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (10/1/02) Previous Editions Are Obsolete 3 

1. Under 18 (E/D Waiver) 
2. Not in Geographic Area 
3. No Mental/Physical Impairment 
4. Other- Inappropriate at Intake 
5. Not Diagnosed AIDS/ARC 
6. Not Ventilator Dependent 
7. Under 21 (Vent Waiver) 



SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
II. MEDICAL INFORMATION 

CL TC Client#: Client Name:_!_ 

A=12/9/2008 
A. DIAGNOSES/ Indicate only those diagnoses or conditions present that have a re lationship to current ADL status, cognitive behavioral 
CONDITIONS status , medical treatments , or risk of death. Code: 1 =current/new; 2=d iscontinued. (Do not list old/inactive diagnoses. ) 

A 8 c D E A 8 c 

HEART/CIRCULATION PULMONARY 
a. Arteriosclerotic/atherosclerotic heart ee. Emphysema/Asthma/COPD 

disease 

b. Cardiac dysrhyhmia ff. Pneumonia 

c. Congestive heart failure gg. Cystic fibros is 

d. Hypertension hh. Tuberculosis 

e. Hypotension 

f. Peripheral vascular disease 

g. Myocardial infarction SKIN CONDITION 
ii. Decubiti 

h. Other cardiovascular disease jj . Specify stage 

SENSORY OTHER 
i. Cataracts kk. Allergies (specify) 

j. Glaucoma 
II. Anemia 

NEUROLOGICAL 
k. Alzheimer's mm. Arthritis 

I. Dementia other than Alzheimer's nn. Diabetes mell itus 

m. Aphasia oo. Hyperthyroidism 

n. Cerebrovascular accident (stroke) pp. Hypothyrodism 

o. Frequent TIA's qq. Cancer (specify) 

p. Multiple sclerosis rr. Osteoporosis 

q. Cerebral palsy ,. ss . Septicemia 

r. Muscular dystrophy tt. Urinary tract infection in last 30 days 

s. Head injury uu . Seizure disorder 

t. Parkinson's disease vv. Missing limb (specify) 

u. Spinal cord injury ww. Fracture (specify) 

v. Mental retardation xx. Parapleg ia 

w. Autism yy. Quadripleg ia 

PSYCHIATRIC/MOOD zz. Renal failure 
x. Anxiety disorder 

y. Depression aaa. Other (specify diagnosis) 

z. Schizophrenia 

aa. Paranoia 

bb. Manic depressive (bipolar disease) 

cc. Suicidal risk 

dd. Psychosis 

iCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 4 
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CL TC Client#: 
.A=12/9/2008 

r== 
H DS 

B. STABILITY 
OF 
CONDITION 
(check 
applicable) 

C. ABNORMAL 
DATA 

' 1EATMENTS 
... ./ THERAPIES 

(indicate 
frequencies for all 
that apply using 
frequecy codes 
below; place a 
check in u. if 
client receives no 
treatments or 
therapies.) 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
II. MEDICAL INFORMATION 

Client Name_;_! 

bbb. AIDS 

ccc. HIV + (list specific conditions below) 

CD4 Level (enter current level) 

a. Condition/disease unstable. 

b. Client experiencing an acute episode of a flare-up of a recurrent/chronic problem. 

c. None of the above 

Lab Data (i.e. blood sugar, drug levels) I Vital Signs (Date each entry) 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

a. Speech therapy 

b. Occupational therapy 

c. Physical therapy 

d. Ventilator/Respirator 

e. Sterile dressings 

f. Lesion irrigation 

g. Decubitis care 

h. Ostomy care 

i. Special catheter care 

j. Chemotherapy 

k. Radiation 

I. Dialysis 

m. Suctioning 

n. Trach care 

o. Parenteral IV 

p. Transfusions 

q. Oxygen 

r. Respiratory therapy 

s. Feeding tube 

t. Other (specify in comment section) 

u. None of the above 

A B c D E 

~ =========k============================k==k==±=~==db==k=========================~ 
'REQ (frequency): Use the appropriate code to show the number of tims the medication was given. 

PR= (PRN) as necessary 6H= (q6h) every 6 hours 
1 H= (qh) every hour 6H= (q6h) every 6 hours 
2H= (q2h) every 2 hours C= continuous 
3H= (q3h) every 3 hours 1D= (qd or hs) once daily 
4H= (q4h) every 4 hours 2D= (BID) two times daily 

lCDHHS FORM 1716 (Sep 97) 5 

3D= (TID) three times daily 
4D= (QID) four times daily 
1W= (QWeek) once weekly 
2W= twice weekly 
3W= three times weekly 

QO= (QOD) every other day 
4W= four times weekly 
5W= five times weekly 
6W= six times weekly 
1M= (Qmonth) once monthly 

2M= twice monthly 



SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
II. MEDICAL INFORMATION 

CL TC Client #:r _ --=-=-.:...:.c~--- Client Name_,_:~"----'~----· 

A=12/9/2008 

E. NUTRITION A B c D E COMMENTS 

(check all a. Complains about the taste of many foods 
that apply) 

b. Insufficient fluid ; dehydrated 
c. Did NOT consume all/almost all liquids 

provided in last 3 days 

d. Regular complaint of hunger 

e. Leaves 25% + of food uneaten at meals 

f. Wasting 

g. Weight Loss/Gain 

h. Mechanically altered diet 

i. Syringe (oral feeding) 

j. Dietary supplement between meals 

k. Plate guard, stabilized built-up utensil , etc. 

I. No added salt 

m. Low sodium 

n. Diabetic (specify cals) 

o. Low fat 

p. No concentrated sugars 

q. Regular diet and approach 

r. Swallowing problem 

s. Other (specify in comment section) 

t. None of the above 

>CDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 6 
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CL TC Client #: 
4.=12/9/2008 

. RITIONAL 

SCREENING 

(check all that 

apply) 

-MUST BE 

COMPLETED ON 

ALL CCM CASES; 

OPTIONAL FOR 

PRE-ADMISSION 

CASES 

. 
" 

F. SKIN 

--

Height 0 ft . 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
II. MEDICAL INFORMATION 

Client Name~ 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

1. I have an illness or condition that made me 
change the kind and/or amount of food I eat. 
(2 points) 
2. I eat fewer thatn two (2) meals per day. 
(3 points) 

3. I eat few fruits per day. 

I eat few vegetables per day. 
I eat few milk products per day. (2 points) 

4. I have three (3) or more drinks of beer, 
liquor, or wine) almost every day. 2 points 

5. I have teeth or mouth problems that make it 
hard for me to eat. (2 points) 

6. I don't always have enough money to buy 
the food I need. (4 points) 

7. I eat alone most of the time. (1 oointl 

8. I take three (3) or more different prescribed 
or over-the-counter drugs a day. (1 point) 

9. a) Without wanting to, I have lost ten (1 0) 
pounds in the last six (6) months. 

b) Without wanting to, I have gained ten (1 0) 
pounds in the last six (6) months. 

(2 points) 

10. I am not always physically able to shop. 
I am not always physically able to cook. 
I am not always physically able to feed myself. 
(2 points) 

TOTAL NUTRITIOAL SCORE 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

" · ·~ hrui<:P<: 

b. Burns (second or third deareel 

c. Open lesions other than ulcers, rashes, 
cuts (e.a. cancer lesions) 

d. Rashes (e.g., inpetigo, eczema, 
drug rash heat rash , herpes zoster) 

P Skin rlP<:Pn<:ili7Prl to nain or oressure 

f. Skin tears or cuts (other than suraerv) 

g. Surgical wounds 

h. NONE OF ABOVE 

Date Initials Source 

A 
0 in. 

B 
If eight (code in lbs. below) 

c 
A B c D E 

I ------- -------

D 

E 

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 7 
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Other Source Codes 

A= Medical 

B = Physician 

C =Family 

D =Client 

E =Other 



CL TC Client #: 
A=12/9/2008 

H. MEDICATIONS 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
II. MEDICAL INFORMATION 

--~"--"--'~--- Client Name_,_: _____ _ 

1. List medication name and dosage. 

2. RA (route of administration} 
1 = By mouth (PO} 3 = Intramuscular (IM} 5 = Subcutaneous (SubQ} 7 =Topical 
2 = Sublingual (SL} 4 = Intravenous {IV} 6 =Rectally 8 = Inhalation 

3. FREQ (frequency}: Use the appropriate code to show the number of times the medication was given. 

'-....__/ 

9 = Enteral tube 
99 =Other 

PR = (PRN} as necessary 6H = (q6h} every 6 hours 3D= (TID} three times daily QO = (QOD} every other day 2M = twice monthly 
1 H = (qh} every hour 8H = (q8h} every 8 hours 40 = (QID} four times daily 4W = Four times weekly 
2H = (q2h} every 2 hours C = continuous 1W = (QWeek} once weekly 5W = five times weekly 
3H = (q3h} every 3 hours 1 D = (qd or hs} once daily 2W = twice weekly 6W = six times weekly 
4H = (q4h} every 4 hours 2D = (BID} two times daily 3W =three times weekly 1M = (Qmonth} once monthly 

4. D/C Date medication discontinued. 

1. Medication name and dosage 2. RA 3. FREQ 4. D/C 1. Medication name and dosage 2. RA 3. FRE< 4. D/C 

No medications of file for client 

'· 

A B c D E 

Do any meds requ ire frequent Describe if yes: 

monitoring or adjustment? 

II Code: N = No; Y = Yes 

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 8 



CL TC Client#: 1. 

=12/9/2008 

1. '"'CTIVITIES OF 
DAILY LIVING 
CODING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

A. TRANSFER 

B. LOCOMOTION 

DRESSING 

D. EATING 

E. TOILET USE 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
Ill. FUNCTIONAL INFORMATION 

Client Name_;_ 

ADL SELF-PERFORMANCE -- (code for client's PERFORMANCE during last 7 days -- Not including setup) 
0. INDEPENDENT- No help or oversight- OR- Help/oversight provided only 1 or 2 times during last 7 days 
1. SUPERVISION - Oversight encouragement or cueing provided 3+ times during last 7 days- OR- Supervision plus 

physical assistance provided only 1 or 2 times during last 7 days. 
2. LIMITED ASSISTANCE- Client highly involved in activity, received physical help in guided manuvering of limbs, or 

other nonweight bearing assistance 50% or more of the time - OR - More assistance < 50% of the time during last 7 days 
3. EXTENSIVE ASSISTANCE- While client performed part of activity, over last 7 day period, help of following type(s) 

provided 50% or more of the time 
--Weight-bearing support 
-- Full caregiver performance during part (but not all) of last 7 days 

4. TOTAL DEPENDENCE- Full caregiver performance during entire 7 days 

DEFINITIONS 
A. TRANSFER- Hou client moves between surfaces -to/from bed, chair, wheelchair, standing position (EXCLUDE to/ 

from bath/toilet 
B. LOCOMOTION - How the client moves between locations in his/her room living area. If in a wheelchair, self-

sufficiency once in chair 
C. DRESSING - How the client puts on, fastens, and takes off all items of clothing, including donning/removing prosthesis. 
D. EATING- How the client eats and drinks (regardless of skill). 
E. TOILET USE- How the client uses the toilet (or commode, bedpan, urinal): transfer on/off toilet , cleanes , changes pad, 

manages ostomy or catheter, adjusts clothes. 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

[ ] Unable to prepare meals 

BATHING - How client takes full-body bath/shower, sponge bath, and transfers in/out of tub/shower (EXCLUDE washing of back and hair. 
Code for most dependent in self-performance and support. Bathing Self-Performance codes appear below.) 
0. Independent - No help provided 
1. Supervision-Oversight help only 
2. Physical help limited to transfer only 
3. Physical help in part of bathing activity 
4. Total Dependence 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

F. BATHING 

CONTINENCE SELF-CONTROL CATEGORIES (Code for client performance over 14 days) 
0. CONTINENT- Complete control 
1. USUALLY CONTINENT- BLADDER, incontinent episodes once a week or less; BOWEL, less than weekly 
2. OCCASIONALLY INCONTINENT- BLADDER, 2+ times a week 
3. FREOUENTL Y INCONTINENT- BLADDER, tended to be incontinent daily, but some control present; BOWEL, 2-3 times a week 
4. INCONTINENT- Had inadequate control , BLADDER, multiple daily episodes; BOWEL, all (or almost all ) of the time or an indwelling catheter/ostomy that controls the client's bladder/bowel 

J. BOWEL 
CONTINENCE 

,..--.._ 
. BLADDER 

~ONTINENCE 

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 

Control of bowel movement 
with appliance or bowel 
continence programs, if 
employed 

Control of urinary bladder 
function (if dribbles, volume 
insufficient to soak through 
underpants), with appliance 

(e.g., fo ley) or continence 
programs, if employed 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

[ ] Self-care 

[ ] Self-care 

9 



CL TC Client#: 

A=12/9/2008 

L. MODES OF 
TRANSFER 

M. MODES OF 
LOCOMOTION 

N. APPLIANCES AND 
PROGRAMS 

0. COMMUNICATION 

HEARING 

MAKING SELF 
UNDERSTOOD 

A81LITYTO 
UNDERSTAND 
OTHERS 

lCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
Ill. FUNCTIONAL INFORMATION 

;lient Name~ 

A 8 c D E 

1. Bedfast all or most of the time 

2. Bed rails used 

3. Lifted manually 

4. Lifted mechanically 

5. Transfer aid (e.g., slide, board , trapeze , 
cane , walker, brace 

1. Cane/Walker/Crutch 

2. Wheels self 

3. Other person wheels 

4. Wheelchair primary mode of locomotion 

A 8 c D E COMMENTS 

1. Anv scheduled toiletino plan 

2. Bladder retrainino prooram 

3. External (condom) catheter 

4. Indwelling catheter 

5. Intermittent catheter 

6. Pads/briefs used 

7. Ostomy present 

8. Requires bowel program 

A 8 c D E COMMENTS 

(With hearing appliance, if used 
0. Hears adequately--normal talk, TV, phone 
1. Minimal difficulty when not in quiet setting 
2. Hears in special situations only--speaker has to 

adjust tonal quality and speak distinctly 
3. Hiohly impaired/absence of useful hearino 

(Express information content--however able) 
0. Understood 
1. Usually Understood--difficulty finding words or 
finishing thoughts 

2. Sometimes Understood--ability is limited to 
making concrete requests 

3. Rarely/Never understood 

(Understanding verbal information content--
however able) 

0. Understands 
1. Usually Understands--may miss some 

part/intent of message 
2. Sometimes Understands--responds adequately 

to simple direct communication 
3. Rarely/Never Understands ' 

10 
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SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
Ill. FUNCTIONAL INFORMATION 

CL TC Client #: ' Client Name_;_ _____ ~~ 

~· - ·-·.,·----
A B c D E COMMENTS 

SPEECH 0. Clear speech -distinct, intelligible words 

CLARITY 1. Unclear speech -slurred, mumbled words 

(code appropriately) 
2. No speech - absence of spoken words 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

MODES OF A Soeech 
EXPRESSION 

B. Writinn mes~ane~ tn PXnre~~ or r.larifv needs 
check all 

that apply C. American sian lanauaae ar Braille 

D. Sian~/nP~hJrP~/~ounrls 

E. Communication board 

F. Other 

G. NONE OF ABOVE 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

P. VISION (Ability to see in adequate light and with glasses 
if used} 

0. Adequate--sees fine detail, including regular 
print in newspapers/books 

1. Impaired--sees large print, but not regular print 
in newspapers/books 

2. Highly Impaired--limited vision ; not able to see 
newspaper headlines; appears to follow objects 

~ with eyes 
3. Severely Impaired--no vision or appears to see 

only liqht colors or shapes 

Q. COGNITIVE 
PATTERNS IV. PSYCHOBEHAVIORAL INFORMATION A B c D E COMMENTS 

COMATOSE (No discernible consciousness) 

O. No 1. Yes (Stop section IV here) 

MEMORY (Recall of what was learned or known) 

a. Short-term memory OK-seems/appears to 
recall after 5 minutes 

0. Memory OK 
1. Memory Problem (moderate/severe) 
2. Unable to Rate 

a. Long-term memory OK--seems/appears to 
recall past 

0. Memory OK 
1. Memory Problem (moderate/severe) 
2. Unable to Rate 

=~ 

~ 

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 11 
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SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
IV. PSYCHOBEHAVIORAL INFORMATION 

CL TC Client #: 1 ________ Client Name_;_ 

A=12/9/2008 

A B c D E COMMENTS 

COGNITIVE (Made decisions regarding tasks of daily life) 
SKILLS 
FOR DAILY 0. Independent--decisions consistent/reasonable 

DECISION 1. Modified Independence--some difficulty in new 
MAKING situations only 
Qudgement) 

2. Moderately Impaired--decisions poor, close 
supervision requ ired 

3. Severely Impaired--never/rarely made decisions 

R. MOOD & (Code for behavior in last 7 days) 
BEHAVIOR 0. Behavior not exhibited in last 7 days. 
PATTERNS 1. Behavior of this type occurred less than daily. 

2. Behavior of this type occurred daiy or more frequently 

SAD OR A B c D E COMMENTS 
ANXIOUS 
MOOD a. VERBAL EXPRESSIONS OF DISTRESS BY CLIENT 

(sadness , senses that nothing matters , hopelessness, 
worthlessness , unrealistic fears , vocal expressions of 
anxiety or grief) 

b. DEMONSTRATED (OBSERVABLE) SIGNS OF MENTAL 
DISTRESS 
(Tearfulness, emotional, groaning, sighing , 
breathlessness) 

c. Motor agitation such as pacing , handwringing or 
picking 

d. Failure to eat or take medications, withdraw! from 
selfcare or leisure activities 

e. Persistent concern with health 

f. Recurrent thoughts of death--e.g. , believes he/she 
about to die, have a heart attack 

g. Suicidal/homicidal thoughts/actions 

h. NONE OF ABOVE 

PROBLEM A B c D E COMMENTS 
BEHAVIOR 

a. WANDERING (moved with no rational purpose, 
seemingly oblivious to needs or safety 

b. VERBALLY ABUSIVE (others were threatened, 
screamed at, cursed at. ) 

c. PHYSICALLY ABUSIVE (others were hit, shoved , 
scratched , sexually abusivej 

d. SOCIALLY INAPPROPRIATE/DISRUPTIVE 
BEHAVIOR (made disruptive sounds, noisy, 
screams, self-abusive acts, sexual behavior, or 
disrobing in public, smeared/threw food/feces , 
hoarding, rummaged through others' belongings.) 

>CDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 12 
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CL TC Client#: 

6.=12/9/2008 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
IV. PSYCHOBEHAVIORAL INFORMATION 

_ _ ____ Client Name_;_ 

S .... ental Code 1 = Correct 2 = Incorrect A 8 c D E COMMENTS 
Status 
Questionnaire 

T. COMMENTS 
(date all 
comments) 

- ' 

I 

,,r--. 

What is the name of this place? 

Where is it located? 

What is today's date? 

What month is it? 

What year is it? 

How old are you? 

What month were you born in? 

What year were you born in? 

Who is the president of the U.S .? 

Who was the president before him? 

TOTAL MSQ SCORE(# of incorrect answers) 0 

ASSESSMENT TYPE CODES 

1 = Initial Assessment 
2 = Non CCM Reevaluation 
3 = CCM Reevaluation 
4= 
5 =Other 
6 = Recertification 

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97 ) 13 
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CL TC Client#: 

U. CLIENT 
OUTCOMES 

V. NURSING 
HOME 
CERTIFICATION 

W. INSTRUMENTAL 
ACTIVITIES OF 
DAILY LIVING 

A=12/9/2008 

X. RESIDENCE 

SCDHHS FORM 1718 (Sep 97) 

SOUTH CAROLINA LONG TERM CARE ASSESSMENT FORM 
V. ENVIRONMENTAL/CLIENT OUTCOME INFORMATION 

Client Name: 

Date Entered Program: Date of Termination: 5/28/1992 

CL TC PROGRAM TERMINATION REASON 
1. Elderly/Disabled waiver 7. Entered Nursing Home (comp. sect. V) 16. Cert. & Closed (Comp Sec V) 
2. Ventilator Waiver 8. Died 17. lnapprop after intake 
3. HIV/AIDS waiver 9. Moved out of state 18. Entered Admin Days 
4. Children's PCA 10. Referred to new area: 19. Terminated/other/unknown --

24. Entered OSS RCF 11. Declined participation 20. Entered RCF 
37. E/D & OSS RCF 12. Financially Ineligible 21. Non-Medicaid PASARR 
38. HIV/AIDS & OSS RCF 13. Medically Ineligible 31. Referred to HASCI Waiver 

14. Entered DMH/DDSN pgm 32. Entered MRIRD Waiver 
15. Term. & Referred-Med icare 33 . Entered TEFRA 

CURRENT CLIENT STATUS 34. Closed CCM-Full Calendar Month 
35 . Entered PSC 

11 Declined Participation 36 . Entered HMO 

PREVIOUS CLIENT STATUS 27 39. MilA! Risk LTC 

Certified Level of Care Time Limited 

Effective Date 

Exoiration Date Name of Facilitv: 

Code for each task: 1 = Independent 2 = Some assistance 3 = Dependent 

'· A B c D E COMMENTS 

1. Medications 

2. Telephone/communications -

3. Meal preparation 

4. Financial management 

5. Housework/chores/laundry 

6. Shopping/errands 

7. Transportation/escort 

Code for each question : Y =Yes N= No 
1. Safe access to all 

necessary areas 
L . t:ssem1a1 repa1rs1 

replacements 

3. In-home safety items 

4. Security (ie locks on 
windows & doors 

5. Adequate plumbing 

6. Adequate electricity 

7. Adequate cooling and heating 

8. Working refrigerator 

9. Workinq stove 

10. Access to laundrv 

11 . Animal/Pest control 

MEDICAID ID: 

PAY CATEGORY: 

14 
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Appendix 3 

South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services 
MEDICAID APPLICATION FOR 

r--' 
D Nursing Home D Waiver Services D General Hospital 

County Name: Case Number: Date Received : ______ _ 

The following information is needed so that a determination of eligibility for Medicaid can be made. Any information given is subject to verification. 
At the end of this form, you will be asked to sign a statement that you understand the questions and that you have answered all the questions fully and 
completely, to the best of your knowledge, and that you have not given any false information. Please answer all questions unless otherwise instructed. 

1. Answer these questions if you are making this application for someone else. 

Your Name: Relationship to Applicant: ___________ _ 

Your Address: Home Phone Number: 

Work Phone Number: 

Do you or anyone else have any of the following for the applicant? DYes D No D Don't Know 

D Conservatorship D Guardianship D Power of Attorney 
If yes, please give us a copy of the legal papers and the name of the person if someone other than you. 
Name: ____________________________________ _ 

2. Who is the person needing assistance (applicant)? D Aged (Age 65 and older) 

___________________________ D Disabled D Blind 
First 

Home Address 
Middle Last 

Mailing Address (if different) Home Phone Number 

Work Phone Number 

Where is the applicant physically located now?------------------------

If in a medical facility, what was the date of admission? _____________________ _ 

Please give the following information about the applicant: 

Date of Birth Sex 
SC Resident US Citizen Marital Social Security Number Social Security or Railroad Retirement 

(Mo/Day!Year) (Yes or No) (Yes or No) Status Claim Number 

Race: 0White 0African American 0Mexican UNative American/American Indian 0Puerto Rican 0Cuban 0Hispanic 0Asian American 
D Refugee Entrant OOther 

Full name at birth: Place of birth: (County and state where hospital or home in which he/she was 
~orn is/was located) 

---

3. Give the following information about the applicant's spouse and children in the home under age 21. Also list any 
children in the home over age 21 with a disability. 

Name 
Birthday 

sc 
Marital Social Security or Railroad 

Relationship Sex Race Resident Social Security Number 
(Mo/Day!Yr) 

ifYes or No) Status (Optional) 
Retirement Claim Number 

(Optional) 

Spouse 

--... 

DHHS Form 1296ME (July 2006) Page 1 of8 



4. Is the applicantlspouse/minor child(ren) receiving or applying for income from any of the following? 

(v'} Check "Receiving" or "Applied For" (Yes or No) 
Receiving Applied For 

Yes No Yes No 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 

Social Security Benefits (Retirement, Survivors, Disability Insurance) 

Veteran's Administration Benefits (VA) 

South Carolina State Retirement 

Civil Service 

Other Pension or Retirement Income 

Child Support or Alimony 

Interest, Dividends, Trust, Annuity Income, or Insurance 

Rental Income 

Money from Loans, Promissory Note, or Mortgage 

Money from Relatives, Friends, or Boarders 

Payment Made to a Medical Facility on Applicant's Behalf 

Workman's Compensation 

Unemployment Compensation 

Work/Training/Self-Employment 

If you answered yes to any of the above, complete the following: 
.---~----~------.-------~~~~~--=---------.-----~--~----~--~~~~~ ~ Income Source Who is the Money For Amount How Often Received 

5. Does the applicant, spouse, or children receive any money or checks that we have not asked about? DYes D No 

If yes, explain: _____________________________________________________________ _ 

6. Is the applicant a veteran? DYes D No VA Claim Number: -------------------------
Is the applicant's spouse a veteran? 0 Yes D No VA Claim Number: -------------------------

7. If the applicant is disabled, is it due to an accident? D Yes D No D Not Disabled 

If yes, when and where did the accident occur?--------------------------------------------

Was there, or will there be, any compensation to the applicant? D Yes D No If yes, explain: _____ _ 

DHHS Form 1296ME (July 2006) Page 2 of 8 



8. Does the applicant or spouse have any of the following? 

~ Item Yes No Item b ' Yes No -

Bank Checking Account Car, Truck, Van 

Bank Savings Account Motorcycle, Boat, Camper 

Certificate of Deposit Holder of a Mortgage or Promissory Note 

Trust Fund or Trust Account Cash on Hand 

Safe Deposit Box Annuity (If Yes, provide a copy) 

Stocks, Bonds, or Mutual Funds Other (Identify): 

401 K, IRA or other Retirement Account 

Farm Machinery or Business Equipment 
--- - -- --

If yes, complete the following about each: 

Type of Account Account Number Current 
Owned By -or- -or- Value Name and Address of Institution 

Type of Asset Asset Description or Balance 

:1. Does anyone have a bank account, or any other asset, for the applicant or spouse? DYes D No 

If yes, at what bank or location, and in whose name(s)? ----------------------

10. Does the applicant or spouse own any property? 

Home (house, buildings and land where you live) 
Land (not connected to the home) 
Other House or Building (not your home) 
Vacation Home or Time Share Property 

If yes, complete the following: 

DYes 
DYes 
DYes 
DYes 

DNo 
D No 
D No 
D No 

What is the address/location of the property? What is the address/location of the property? 

Owner's Name: 
Homestead? 
Intend to Return Home? 

~ 

DHHS Form 1296ME (July 2006) 

DYes 
DYes 

DNo 
D No 

Owner's Name: 
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11. Does the applicant or spouse share ownership in any property? 

Does the applicant or spouse own lifetime rights to any property? 

If yes, where is the property located and whose name is it in? 

DYes 

DYes 

D No 

DNo 

12. Does the applicant or spouse own any life, accidental death or burial insurance? (This includes any policies purchased 
for someone else.) D Yes D No 

Owner of Policy Person Insured Name of Company Policy Number Face Value 

13. Has the applicant or spouse made plans for burial and own the following? 

Asset Yes No Description and Location of Asset 

Pre Need Burial Contract 

Burial Account 

Money Set Aside for Burial 

Cemetery Burial Lot 

Other information: _________________________________ _ 

14. Is the applicant or spouse covered by any other medical insurance, including Medicare or coverage purchased by 

someone else? DYes DNo 

If yes, complete the following and provide a copy of the card, policy and/or premium notice: 

Person Insured Name of Company Policy Number Type of Policy 

DHHS Form 1296ME (July 2006) Page 4 of8 



15. Did the applicant receive medical services in the previous three (3) months? DYes D No 
If ves. comolete the fo/1, · 

' Date of Service Provider of Services (Doctor, Hospital, Drug Store, etc.) -
.r 

16. Were the applicant's financial situation and living arrangements the same in the previous three months as it is now? 

D Yes D No If no, explain how they were different: 

17. Does anyone for whom you are applying have a plastic South Carolina Partners for Health (Medicaid) card? 
DYes D No If yes, list their names here:-----------------------

I I . ' ' t 

I City I County I State I From j ____ To_ 

-- - - - - --------, - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - · -- ---- ... - -- - - -- . . - ... - -· 

Name: I Phone Number: 

Address: D Living D In a medical facility D Deceased 
D Married living together Date of Death: 

-, D Married living apart 
D Married separated County and state where estate was probated: 
D Divorced 

If Separated, how long: If Divorced, date and place divorce filed: 

Name: I Phone Number: 

Address: D Living D Deceased 
D In a medical facility Date of Death: 
D Married separated County and state where estate was probated: 
D Divorced 

If Separated, how long: If Divorced, date and place divorce filed: 

20. Give the foil -- -
. f, f bout th .. licant' th d father. if k 

Mother: D Living 

Mother's Full Maiden Name: 

Address: D Deceased 
Date of Death: 
County and State where estate was probated: 

Phone Number: 

Father: D Living . 

Address: D Deceased 
Date of Death: 
County and State where estate was probated: 

I Phone Number: 
. Complete the following: 
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Where did the applicant work the longest? Where did the applicant last work? 

Company Name and Address: Company Name and Address: 

Dates of Employment: From: To: Dates of Employment: From: To: 
Does applicant receive a pension? 0 Yes ONo Does applicant receive a pension? DYes 0 No 

22. Has the applicant or spouse closed any bank accounts in the past three years? 

0 Yes 0 No If yes, at what bank and in whose name(s)? 

A. =B~. --------------------------------

Date Closed : _____ Closing Balance: ____ __ Date Closed: ___ Closing Balance: ____ __ 

23. Has the applicant or spouse sold or given as a gift, any cash, property, vehicle, boat or other resource to any person 
within the past 36 months? 0 Yes 0 No 

Item Sold or Given Away Person to Whom it was Sold or Given Date Given or Sold Amount Received 

24. If married and entering a nursing home, does the applicant want to give (allocate) part or all of income to spouse 
remaining at home? 0 Yes 0 No 

25. Tell us what language you use most: 

0 English D Spanish 0 Chinese 0 Russian 0 Korean 0 Vietnamese 0 Sign Language 

OOther ________________________________ ___ 

26. If you do not know the answers to all questions, is there another person who can give more information? 

Name: Telephone: ___________ _ 

Address: 

DHHS Form 1296ME (July 2006) Page 6 of 8 
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ESTATE RECOVERY (BE SURE TO GETA COPY OF THE ESTATE RECOVERY BROCHURE.) 

The Department of Health and Human Services will seek recovery from the estate of the Medicaid beneficiary who: 

• at the time of death was an inpatient in a nursing home facility, intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded, or 
other medical institution; and was required as a condition of receiving services under the state plan, to spend for costs of 
medical care all but a minimal amount of the person 's income required for personal needs, or 

• was 55 years of age or older when the individual received medical assistance, but only for medical assistance consisting 
of nursing facility services, home and community based services, and hospital and prescription drug services received 
while the individual was in a nursino facility or receivino home and community based services. 

Please complete and sign. I have read my Rights and Responsibilities on the next page. DYes 0No 

Applicant/Beneficiary's Signature: Date: 

Responsible Person's (or Authorized Representative's) Signature: Title/Relationship: Date: 

Witness: (Signature by mark of "X" requires2 witnesses) Complete Address: Date: 

Witness: Complete Address: Date: 

If you have decided not to continue with your application, complete the following: 
I have decided not to continue with my request, and my signature below means that I want to withdraw my application for Medicaid. 
Signature: 

Referrals Discussed : 
D Supplemental Security Income Program 
D Adult Services 
D Other:. ______________ _ 

Forms Given to Client: 
D Civil Rights Pamphlet 
D Medicaid Handbook 

D 
D 

Date: 

Estate Recovery 
Fair Hearing & Appeals 

D Other:----------------

[ DHHS Worker's Signature: I Date: 

For DHHS Use Only 

Burial Exclusion for:-------------:--------------------------

Pre Need Burial Contract 
Name of Funeral Home: ____________________ _ D Irrevocable D Revocable 

Burial Space Items: %.------- Burial Fund Items: "'------- Date of Contract:---------

Burial Fund Exclusion List the Asset(s) Designated for Burial and the Value: 

Total Amount Designated:"'-------- Excluded:%.------- Non Excluded:"'-----------

I UNDERSTAND THAT IF ANY EXCLUDED BURIAL FUNDS ARE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE EXCEPT BURIAL, AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE AMOUNT USED FOR SOME 
OTHER PURPOSE WILL BE COUNTED AS INCOME IN DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE. 

SIGNATURE: __________________________ _ DATE:----------

DHHS Form 1296ME (July 2006) Replaces all previous editions. Page 7 of 8 



RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. I know that my children under age 19 who are eligible for Partners for Health Medicaid can have free health checkups under a special 

prevention program called Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT). 

2. I know that the information I have given is confidential. I understand that, except as specified below, information including medical 
information can be released only for purposes directly related to the administration of the Medicaid Program. At times, the Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS) will release information to organizations that they hire to carry out specific purposes, but those 
organizations will have agreed to be bound by the same guidelines for release of information. Furthermore, I know that personal health 
information I provide or that is later gathered by DHHS is covered by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(HIPAA) and I will be receiving a Notice of Privacy Practices along with my Medicaid Card(s). 

a. I know that, in accordance with the federal rules governing the Medicaid Program, any information I have given must be reviewed 
and verified by DHHS staff. Also, I understand that I must cooperate fully with state and federal workers if my case is reviewed. No 
additional permission by me is needed to get verification or other information. 

b. I know that, in accordance with the federal rules governing the Medicaid Program, DHHS staff must provide information about my 
family and me to a computer system called the State Income and Eligibility Verification System (IEVS). This computer system allows 
DHHS to compare the information about my family and me with information from other agencies, and allows other state (including 
agencies from other states) and federal agencies to use information gathered on this application to verify eligibility and determine 
benefit amounts for their programs. Other agencies include, but are not limited to, the Internal Revenue Service, Social Security 
Administration, and Employment Security Commission, other states' Medicaid programs, and the TANF and Food Stamp agency 
(DSS, in this state). Immigration status will be verified with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). 

c. I know that, unless I specify otherwise, information about my family and me may be shared by DHHS for the purpose of making a 
proper referral of my case to other sources of services or treatment, in accordance with federal and state law. When possible, I, or 
my responsible party, will be asked to agree. However, I further understand that in the case of mandatory reporting, DHHS must 
report, and cannot honor my specification to the contrary. 

d. I know that, unless I specifically ask not to be included, information about services (including medical services) provided to my family 
and me will be stored in a data warehouse operated by the South Carolina Budget and Control Board, Office of Research and ....___.... 
Statistics, and that other state agencies that provide services to me or my family will be allowed to access that information in order 
to be sure that services provided to my family and me are sufficient and necessary. 

3. I know that my Social Security Number, which I am required to provide, under § 1137(a)(1) of the Social Security Act [42 U.S.C. 1320b-
7(a)(1 )], may be used or released in connection with the exceptions in Item 2, above. 

4. I know that according to Federal law and US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) policy, DHHS cannot discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. To file a complaint of discrimination, I should contact HHS by writing to The 
HHS Director, Office of Civil Rights, Room 506F, 200 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20201 or call (202) 619-0403 (voice) 
or (202) 619-3257 (TDD). HHS is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 

5. I know that the Medicaid program does not pay medical expenses that a third party, such as a private health insurance company or 
someone who injures me, is supposed to pay. I therefore assign and give my rights to any payments from a liable third party to the 
DHHS up to the payment amount that Medicaid has made for my medical care. This assignment applies to any of my minor children who 
may be injured. These payments may include payments frorr hospital and health insurance policies or payments received as a 
settlement from an accident. 

6. Completion of a Medical Support Referral Form is required on an absent parent(s) if the custodial parent/caregiver relatives want 
Medicaid coverage. 

7. I understand that I must report any and all changes in my inc:ome, deductions, resources, living arrangements, members of the 
household, or other information that will affect medical help within t~·n (1 0) days of the date of the change(s). I understand that if I fail to 
notify the department promptly, I may lose benefits and be subjecte1; to penalties or prosecution. 

8. I know that I may request a hearing if I believe an error has been rna le in processing my application . 

9. I know that DHHS must be namec' as a primary remainder benefici 1ry for any annuity owned by a Medicaid beneficiary receiving long 
term care services, regardless of ir"evocability or other treatment oft. e annuity. 
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Appendix 4 

South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services 

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION TO ACCOMPANY YOUR APPLICATION 
By providing as much information as possible when you apply, DHHS may be able to process your 
application in a shorter time period. Listed below is a checklist of required documentation. If you are not 
sure what you need to provide, please call our toll-free number for assistance: 1-888-549-0820. Your 
eligibility worker will be able to tell you if more information is needed. 

MEDICAID APPLICATION FOR 
NURSING HOME, WAIVER SERVICES AND GENERAL HOSPITAL 

FM 1296 ME (English) and 1296-SPA ME (Spanish) 

o Proof of Power of Attorney, Guardianship, or Conservator- copy of legal papers. 

o Proof of gross income received by the applicant/spouse. This may be a copy of 
an itemized check-stub, award letter, PRINTOUT, or statement on letterhead 
from the company agency. 

o Copy of all health insurance cards (including Medicare) and current premium 
notices. 

o If Under Age 65, DHHS Form 3218 ME. To locate this form, go to: Home, 
Resource Library, Forms. 

o Burial Assets: Copies of the applicant/spouse's contract(s) including Pre-need 
burial contracts. 

o Copies of Life Insurance policies owned by the applicant/spouse. 

o Verification of any assets/resources you list on the Application for the 
applicant/spouse. 

o Verification of any assets that have been sold or transferred, within the last 60 
months. 

o If you are not eligible for Medicare Part A or B you must provide verification of 
citizenship and identity. You must provide original documents . 

• .-.... 1 Mail the completed, signed application and other required forms and information to your County DHHS 

Medicaid Office. (To obtain the location and/or mailing address for your County DHHS Medicaid Office or to 

find out what county you are located in, go to: DHHS Home page, Office Locations.) 

Checklist for FM 1296 ME & FM 1296-SPA ME as of July 2006 



Appendix 5 

~ Status Codes of Applicants 

1 Community Choices 

8 Died 

9 Moved Out of State 

10 Referred to New Area 

1 1 Declined Participation 

12 Financially Ineligible 

13 Medically Ineligible 

15 Terminated to Medicare 

17 Inappropriate After Intake 

19 Terminated Other/Unknown 

23 Criteria Not Met 

27 Pending 

28 Waiting List 

30 Terminated from Waiting List 

~ 
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Appendix 6 

KEY THEMES 

Why did you decide not to follow through with the application process? 

• Participants/RP decided that they did not need the program. 

o Participant's condition got better. (11} 

o Participants had varied reasons for not needing or wanting the service (ex: not 

wanting a stranger in the house, someone else applied for the program for them, 

their need varies and didn't want to take a space on the program.) (11) 

o Participant got needs met through another program/service. (7) 

o Participant died. (1} 

o Participant's family member/s started or continued providing needed care. (4) 

• Participants did not want to complete the application because of fear of estate 

recovery. (14} 

• Participants were told that they did not qualify based on health or ADLs. (13) 

• Participants were told they did not qualify based on finances. (6) 

o Some people were told this prior to even completing the financial application. 

o Others were told after going through the Medicaid application process. 

• Participants thought they could not complete the application because they did not 

currently have Medicaid. (3} 

• Participants were told that their current health care insurance or health-related services 

would be discontinued or reduced. (1) 

• Participants stated that they received no contact with CLTC staff after completing the 

application. (6) 

• Participants needed more clarification on the application and had no one to give them 

that assistance, so the application was not finished. (3) 

1 



• Participants applied for CLTC services because they misunderstood what the program 

would provide for them. (3) 

• Participants think that they have CLTC services. 

o Someone is actually coming to their home and providing them services that they 

think is from CLTC. (3) 

o Believe that they have been accepted by CLTC and are waiting for their services 

to begin. (3) 

What made your family decide to apply for the CLTC program? 

• Participants applied for financial help. 

o Help with medication costs (3) 

o Financial aid (2) 

o Could not afford personal care on her own (1) 

• Participants had mobility issues (i.e. need help getting around the house, doing daily 

things). (25) 

• Participants needed extra help around the house. {36) 

• Participants were experiencing debilitating complications with their illnesses. {21) 

• Participants stated that their family needed help providing their care. (17) 

• Participants were referred to the program. 

o Nursing Home (3) 

o Hospitals (2) 

o Someone came by their home or called from CL TC (5) 

o Neighbor or Acquaintance (2) 

o Other (i.e. DEA, Meals on Wheels, Case Workers) (4) 

o A family member had experienced CLTC and the participants thought that CLTC 

services would benefit them (2) 

• Participants needed extra help or support (i.e. for extra help on the bad days, to keep 

them from going into a facility, because they did not have anyone available for extra 

help) (6) 

2 
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• Other 

o Participant said that they did not apply, but someone from CLTC just came by to 

talk to them about CLTC services. (1} 

o Participants thought that they were applying for different programs 

• Thought that the program would pay bills. (1} 

• Thought that the program was something through the pharmacy for 

prescriptions. (1} 

o Participant was receiving hospice services (1} 

o Participant does not remember applying, but RP said that her mother was in a 

nursing home. RP said that someone there may have applied for CLTC. {1} 

What would have made the CLTC/Nursing Part of the application process easier? What 

would have been more helpful? 

• Participants stated that there were no problems with this portion of the application. 

(31} 

• Participants said that no nurse came to their house, and they did not receive a medical 

evaluation. {24} 

• Participants said that the CLTC portion/medical evaluation portion of the application 

was very helpful and very well done. (8} 

• Participants said that they did not get that far into the application process. (11} 

• Participants cancelled their application before it got to the medical evaluation portion 

because they decided not to use the program. (6} 

• Participants expressed problems with property or eligibility requirements. 

o Participants were too fearful of estate recovery to follow through with the 

application. {6} 

o Participants did not meet eligibility requirements. (3} 

• Participants stated that they did not know about this part of the application or had no 

response to the inquiry. (4} 

• Participants said that the person who came to their home to do the evaluation was rude 

and unpleasant. {2} 
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• Participants said that they needed more information about this portion of the 

application process and how to fill out what was provided to them. (3) 

What would have made the Medicaid/financial portion of the application process easier? 

What would have been more helpful? 

• Participants already had Medicaid. (5) 

• Participants did not qualify for Medicaid. (7) 

• Participants identified no problems with this portion of the application. {40) 

• Participants stated that they did not remember that part of the application. (4) 

• Participants said that they did not complete this part ofthe application. (25) 

• Participants said process was too cumbersome. 

o Participant identified bank statements that were required as being too difficult. 

(1) 

o Paperwork was too hard to deal with; it was not a smooth process. (1) 

o Process should be more efficient, easier, and faster. (1) 

• Participants expressed fear of losing property and other services or benefits. (3) 

• Participants stated that they needed further guidance, support, and feedback through 

this part of the process. {3) 

4 
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Appendix 7 

uru.it 1. 

Ex tor ort-~~artuci p tion Stu 
l. CL TC ( tD) Numbcr. 

lnte;r." Je'Y.'CT . S In it i.al.s 

J.. l,s it the P.artkip.ant or Knowledgeable Other .an:sw::ring. 
t . I> a rtlcl pant 2.. K n1m kdJ,:t.'~tbk Other 

4. ff 'Knowle.dge.able Other.· what b; the person·s ~lationshrp to Parti.;:.ipant. 

Interviewer: All dr. q~r~o;tions are written as tboU£h you were interviewing the future Participant. e.g., "What did 
you feel about.. ... f f , however, you are talking to their 'K.oowledt.reable Other,· frame each question 
appropriately •. e .J! .• "What did Mrs. Jon.e:s feel about .. :· or''Wha.t did your mother feel ab:.lut.:· 

'fhe questions are ..... rritten as statements. You sbnuld not necessarily read them as written. but fllilor them til the 
pocrson }'<JU are i.nu-n•i'--wing. 

Y o u were .o.wro ved for Communi ty L o ng Te.r m Care Sen· ice~ {CL T C} b~· U:r e D epartment of Health 

a.ru:l Human Sen 'ices:. Ho we ver. you did no t comple te the proce!l.s . \\'e are calling to f ind out about 
your e~:reri ences in ordt:r to m iil.. e the proce;;s eas ier and l.tetter. 

5. 

6. 

What m~e you or your family dedde to apply for the C LJ'C program . 

What was it that made ) \'l U dedde NOT to ·follAlW through with ur finish 
the application pmce!is. Whut do you feel kept you/your family from 
C.()]Jlp( eting the!. appl k ati an pro -::ess . 

ProlM: fur a:s Ci)mplcfc 
llD. an:s,Ttcr a£ you can 

J,:et. 

CLTC E.,Pons:cry Nan-P....Sd p<eia:1 S~ctr ··C""l'rig-,!.1:1 ~011 · v..,.,...., Dwsbee · AI Righ~Re=n.•ed 



7. How nruch feedhad: on theapplic11tiro proce!\! did }'\lU rec.eive (i<:; how things were going, where }'\lU 

v.rere in tht process). 

(ll. N4lnt at All 

111. 0 n J~· Onct 

tl3. Se\•enl Tiroe 

414. 11-hny Times 

&. ~ Have y.ou had to~ to the hospital since you 6n;t applied for the CLTC program. 
1. No l. 'tes 

9. l __ .If so, how long wa.<i your stay in th::, bmpital. CodL· as l>ays and Months 
dd mrn 

10. What "''fluid have made the CL J'C i nursing part of tho:. appl ic11.tion proe.es.." e.asier. What woulu have h=en 
Jn.1Te helpful. 

Il. What woold have made the 1\oteck\ilid ,I finan;:ial part of trr.:: application pr()Ce!i.'i msier. "''hat would have 
~.n mr>re hel pf'ul. 

12. How have )'\lU bee11 able to get your care neeill m~t. 

lJ. 

t Participant dltd- so no Mtd for nrvlces 5. Hospice 

2. Family- out ohtaw 6. ~ACE.- Palmetto Senior care 

3. Family - •in state' 

4. liaven't gotten n~ds met 

2 

7. Nursing home 

&. otheer 



Appendix 8 

Area Office 01 

1 Community Ch· 

4 Children's Serv1 

7 Entered Nursin1 

8 Died 

9 Moved out of s1 

10 Referred to N e> 

11 Declined Partie 

12 Financially lnel 

13 Medically Ineli1 

16 Certified and C 

17 lnappr After lnt 

19 Terminated Oth 

23 Criteria Not M{ 

25 Financial Appli 

28 Waiting List 

Area Office 02 

1 Community Ch· 

7 Entered Nursin1 

8 Died 

,.-..,... 
9 Moved out of s1 

11 Declined Partie 

12 Financially lnel 

Current Status of Applicants 
Who Entered the Waiting List 

6/112008 - 8/31/2008 

175 Total on Waiting List 

53 

4 

9 

1 

2 

61 

4 

5 

14 

10 

2 

7 

138 Total on Waiting List 

45 

2 

6 

1 

35 

4 

I 



13 Medically Ineli1 

I6 Certified and C 2 

I7 Inappr After Int 23 

I9 Terminated Oth 6 

23 Criteria Not M~ 9 

25 Financial Appli 2 

28 Waiting List 2 

Area Office 03 77 Total on Waiting List 

I Community Ch' 22 

7 Entered Nursin1 5 

8 Died 5 

11 Declined Partie I6 

12 Financially Inel 2 

13 Medically Ineli1 IO 

I6 Certified and C I 

I7 Inappr After Int 7 

I9 Terminated Oth 

20 Entered RCF 

2I Non-Medicaid J 

25 Financial Appli 3 

28 Waiting List 3 

Area Office 04 108 Total on Waiting List 

Community Ch, 35 

7 Entered Nursin1 5 

8 Died 9 

9 Moved out of st 2 

IO Referred to N e> 

11 Declined Partie I9 



12 Financially Inel 

13 Medically Ineli1 

16 Certified and C 1 
~ 

17 Inappr After Int 20 

19 Terminated Oth 4 

23 Criteria Not ME 2 

25 Financial Appli 2 

27 Pending 4 

28 Waiting List 

31 Referred to HA 1 

Area Office 05 195 Total on Waiting List 

1 Community Ch' 70 

4 Children's Serv1 

7 Entered Nursin1 5 
,...-. , 

8 Died 6 

9 Moved out of st 2 

10 Referred toNe\ 3 

11 Declined Partie 50 

16 Certified and C 7 

17 Inappr After Int 3 

19 Terminated Oth 23 

20 Entered RCF 1 

23 Criteria Not ME 3 

25 Financial Appli 2 

26 Pending CaseM 2 

27 Pending 8 

f> 28 Waiting List 9 

Area Office 06 86 Total on Waiting List 

3 



Community Ch, 26 

8 Died 5 

10 Referred to Nev 1 

11 Declined Partie 26 

12 Financially Inel 1 

13 Medically IneliJ 5 

17 lnappr After lnt 3 

19 Terminated Oth 14 

23 Criteria Not Mf 1 

27 Pending 2 

28 Waiting List 

35 Entered PACE 1 

Area Office 07 110 Total on Waiting List 

Community Ch' 45 

3 HIV/AIDS Wai 1 

7 Entered Nursin1 

8 Died 2 

11 Declined Partie 34 

12 Financially Inel 4 

13 Medically Ineli1 1 

15 Terminated to fl 1 

16 Certified and C 1 

17 lnappr After lnt 5 

19 Terminated Oth 6 

26 Pending CaseM 2 

27 Pending 1 

28 Waiting List 5 
__/ 

30 Terminated fror 1 



Area Office 08 224 Total on Waiting List 

I Community Ch· 64 

3 HIV/AIDS Wai 2 

-
7 Entered Nursin1 9 

8 Died 6 

10 Referred to N e; 

11 Declined Partie 63 

12 Financially Inel 2 

13 Medically Inelil 2 

15 Terminated to fl 2 

16 Certified and C 2 

17 Inappr After Int 28 

19 Terminated Oth 2 

21 Non-Medicaid l 3 

23 Criteria Not ME 21 

..... ·- 25 Financial Appli 6 

27 Pending 6 

28 Waiting List 4 

30 Terminated fror 

Area Office 09 164 Total on Waiting List 

1 Community Ch· 55 

4 Children's Serv1 

7 Entered Nursin1 10 

8 Died 5 

9 Moved out of st 1 

10 Referred to N e\ 2 

,..---..._ 
11 Declined Partie 64 

13 Medically Inelil 5 

16 Certified and C 3 

17 Inappr After Int s 



18 Entered Admin 1 

19 Terminated Oth 2 

21 Non-Medicaid I 1 
----._/ 

23 Criteria Not M~ 1 

24 Entered OSS R1 

27 Pending 

28 Waiting List 10 

Area Office 10 111 Total on Waiting List 

Community Ch, 44 

7 Entered Nursin1 3 

8 Died 7 

11 Declined Partie 7 

12 Financially lnel 2 

13 Medically Ineli1 2 

15 Terminated toll 

17 Inappr After Int 17 

19 Terminated Oth 18 

25 Financial Appli 6 

26 Pending CaseM 1 

28 Waiting List 3 

Area Office 11 50 Total on Waiting List 

1 Community Ch 21 

4 Children's Serv1 1 

7 Entered Nursin1 2 

8 Died 2 

11 Declined Partie 9 

12 Financially Inel 

17 Inappr After Int 4 
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19 

24 

27 

28 

Area Office 

1 

8 

11 

16 

17 

19 

21 

23 

25 

27 

28 

30 

31 

Area Office 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

15 

16 

17 

Terminated Oth 

Entered OSS R1 

Pending 

Waiting List 

13 

Community Ch 

Died 

Declined Partie 

Certified and C 

Inappr After Int 

Terminated Oth 

Non-Medicaid 1 

Criteria Not Mf 

Financial Appli 

Pending 

Waiting List 

Terminated fror 

Referred to HA 

14 

Community Ch· 

Died 

Moved out of st 

Declined Partie 

Financially Inel 

Medically Ineli1 

Terminated to 1\ 

Certified and C 

lnappr After lnt 

4 

2 

2 

2 

66 Total on Waiting List 

11 

4 

14 

3 

9 

5 

1 

6 

6 

4 

1 

59 Total on Waiting List 

24 

1 

1 

16 

5 

1 

2 

- 7 



19 

25 

27 

Terminated Oth 

Financial Appli 

Pending 

1,563 
1,605 

5 

27.08 
22.00 

97.00 -2.00 
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56 

113 
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Days_in_hospltal 9o dd I mm 

.... ,J~. o!·:f o'F~i\'4V~~\~ l ,_ ' .. . ;',;#.O;o~ ~t~ '-· -'~; <' • . . " . 
Valid Perc.int 

0 

~ 
. . ~;umuJauve 

··~ ·' -:',. -, . Frequency ·• · · ,_ · • .,.,

0

:

0"< ·. Percent · ·.)• :•Percent 
Valid _ .; · .• 1 · ._, ~."'<:: '(~.:- • .... - - ~-~·tf;.;._'<·"t I 3 2.7 8.6 8.6 

,:!:~~;;;:!;iU-0;:1:~:0<,~: -~ 
. ~~ _:-- ~ -~~~J.; "'' 

'll, 
I 2 108 5.7 1403 

. :· ·\~'" "' ..; ... ; ;~~- 8 701 2209 3701 
·'· .. ' 6 503 1701 5403 ~Jf::·~ ·_, ~- . ·_. ..... ~ ... . l 

"•i;o~:· .: s ~~-"-~M-.'--~·.:£0;, ~ · 0 _ :o i; ~:-·. , __ ;~f~<: -.:'.;- ~; .. :_ ~-~ 2 1.8 507 60.0 
7 ~< 'i ..... -~. -~~~; ...... ·_ ... .t ..., ·f ... :. 't:ii ~ '• :t; . ~-- :: 2 1.8 5.7 65.7 

. ~ '· 8 .l-'A~·:..;.~-~- -~~-- , !~- ·-· . -~- .L-. ., ... ~.:.·._;~~.,-~, •.• -., ... 1 0.9 2.9 68.6 

~~1-i;r;:~ r~~:Tfff: .. :~~-~~~:~:;;~·r , 1 0.9 209 71.4 
2 1.8 507 77.1 
1 0.9 2.9 80 .0 
1 0.9 2.9 82.9 

i '-;\~( ' !~ ~~~ .. ~;":~;o~;:::f.J7~·' "::·io~-,~<~:7:' ,, 1 0.9 2.9 85.7 
1 0 .9 2.9 8806 . ·- 40 -.~- ,-~5:·-~~::~-~t~J;:,l • <t-..~~: . -'~-·.... ,,. ... ~:.: J:• -- '-6· 1 0 .9 2.9 91.4 

0;. 44 > /o. /· ,~.·~:;' : 
., 

!;·!-< 
it 1 009 2.9 94.3 

' .--., ao··l~:-:~~}€~-~~;::~_-". ;.~ ·, £\. ~--,, •'.-, •w- -'~' . 1 0.9 2.9 97.1' 
75 ;;_. ,, .,;ci :0

, ... ~-" ~ ' < 
;< 1 009 2.9 100.0 

.- .:::::. Total ~; ,:.:t.L·;'/~· 0 -· · 0 · :;; ' 
.. ... - -~ - ~ 35 31 00 100.0 

Missing · Svstem-, ;;;·, ,;~; 0 ... ;-. ~ ..; 78 69.0 
Total " 

)_·.---._~~-+--;' ·o_. :'· 113 100.0 N 
Needs Met 120 Needs Met 

'.' 

/ I ftf · ·• "-~· P'er~~~t '~~ ~ 
-'> _l.iUmUiatJVe "-. 

.; _.;(;'i'.; '• 0.- _., ' . :,_ Frequency --· Valid Percent Percent' 
Valid 1 Participant died 3 207 208 2.8 

3 Family;i. Jn state ...-i:.:- )-: \ .-J ~ ... , 54 4708 49.5 52.3 
!0--0o 4"-Neitdsncifmet -- ' •• );:.;_':!,. -~- ;',·.i' 12 1006 11.0 63.3 
il ~----

s-- Hospii:e'i,>·., ·--; :o :;;-';c ·•,:o ·., ,.. ·;··.·, .• · ... -. .. 6 503 5.5 68.8 

~ 
- 6 PACE -~ -~~~~4: . ... . -·-~ -~r- ·, :.";: •. .-~-~- t' 1 0.9 0.9 69. 

· , 7 Nursing Home .> · , . t~' .. • . _r. ~ • 3 2.7 2.8 7205 0. i':" .·~; 

:_- a Other ~~;~· ... _.- <:•:•· :0 •• .;.: '--·- , •• :_: .- "'•·' 30 2605 2705 100.C 
: · . -· .. -Total .';0,~~11.:.0· · ·~ - ~.r; 't:.-- 109 96.5 100.0 

Missing System 0 ; ... ; •it :· ·,_ ,..::: 
' 4 3.5 

Total oo,,•,;f-:.;]·8-- ···-'. . 0 113 100.0 
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"C 
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Q) 
a. 
a. 

c:::( 

Questions 

I Person 

#VALUE! 

Status Area Date 
(2 
digits) 

10 

1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 
Number lntervie answering Relations 

wer hip 
Initials 

1054067 amn 2 daughter 

( 

5. 6. Not 7. 
Decide follow Feedbac 
to through k 
apply 
Daughter P daughter 1 
said that first replied 

her that her 

mother is mother can 

invalid. not afford 

CLTC. She 

went on 

later to say 
that she 

had applied 

on line for 

the 

program 

and then 

never had 

any follow-

up from 

CLTC; no 
information 

was sent in 

the mail or 
anything. 

She feels 

that it was 

not worth 

applying. 

- ------------

8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

I Helpful al Met 
Easier 

2 75 Pwas 3 
never 

contacted 
' to follow 

through 
! 

with this 

or any 

other part 

of 

applicatio 
I n. 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I ---

-

( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

-
#VALUE! 03 0321143 vw 1 I cannot I am on the 3 2 60 Yes. She It was 8 CLTC 

walk and program was the easy, but services 
my feet and I have one who now they are due to 
hurt, two two ladies told me are going end by 
steel plats who come that my to end it next 
in back. out, but Medicaid and what week. 

they said is will I do 

they had to stopping then? 
quit by next next 

week and Tuesday, 

now I don't and that 

know who the ladies 

will help are not 

me. coming to I 
help me I I 

anymore. L I 
I 

t-...l 

( ( c~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier i --

#VALUE! 19 02 0229322 jc 2 Wife Needed Did not 2 2 44 Staff were 31Geriatric 

I 
financial qualify for very nice, ward at 
and Medicaid. but I hospital 

I spiritual applicatio for last 3 
aid. Also n was not weeks. 
needed accepted . 
help to Not a lot 

take care of 

of income, 

husband. but had 

Children Medica ire 

I 
out of ,& 

town. Mutual of 

I Wanted Omaha, 

' more as I 
support. ! suppleme 

I 
nt. AARP 

medicines I 

. Also 
I 

I received I 

I VA I i 
I I 
I benefits. I 
I I 

I 
' I 

I I 
I 

I I I 

~ 

c ~ c 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

#VALUE! 19 11 1124224 amn 1 <q> I just P said that 1 2 40 Nobody She has 8 She 
couldn't she never has come not done occasional 
get my did decide to her the ly has 
stuff done not to home to financial help from 
and I follow do a nurse part of her sons 
don't through and evaluation the girlfriend, 
have that CLTC applicatio but still 
anyone to told her n. needs 
he I that <q> it more help 
me.</q>. would take at home 
P said that a longtime. and still 
her </q> and wants 
husband that she is services. 
is in a now on the 

nursing waiting list. ' 
home and P said that 

that she she had a 

really phone call 

needs this same 
some morning 

' help. She and that I 

I 

I 
said that she thinks it 

she has might have 

been told been CLTC. 

that she is She said 

not on the that 

route that whoever it 

is served was told her 
-------- L_ _ __ 

·::r-

( ( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

I 
I 

- --- -
IIVALUE ! 03 0319588 vw 1 Because I I would not 3 2 30 I think so. No 8 

have a give up my She was complaint 

bad back driving helpful. s. I have 

and am privileges, had 

only able so they Medicaid. 
I 

to stand would not 

for a few allow me on 

moments. the 

I can not program. 

drive 

anymore. 

I need 

help 

cleaning, 

I bathing 

(now). I 

didn't 

need 

much help 

i 
back then . 

- - ~ IIVALUE! 0923108 bnb 1 P had Did not get 2 2 18 No nurse Wasnt 3 

I 
been to Medicaid came out. eligible 

hospital and wasn't for 

I 

and needs able to get Medicaid . 

help CLTC 

around assistance. 

! 

I the house.

1 

lij 

~. ( . 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

#VALUE! 06 0618749 eg 1 Applicant The 1 2 16 Nothing Someone 8 Taking 
has a application at the assistaed care of 
severe was time. in the self and 
heart completed There process husband 
issue I by were no (Cynthia) by herself 
illness. applicant: difficulties and she with no 
Applicant Applicant in filling was additonal 
and and out the helpful in help. 
husband husband applicatio filling out Applicant 
have been applied for n. informati is 
in and out CLTC at the on. struggling 
of same time. 

I 

to do this 
hospital The because 
due to application of mini-
strokes process was stroke 
and poor not difficult. and 
health Ajpplicant health 

condition . was told by condition. 
Daughter case 

is disabled manager 

and is that she 

unable to would be 

care for getting a 

applicant letter in the 

or mail for 

husband. further 

information 

. Applicant 
------ -- - - - ------- ----

~ 

( ( ( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. ! 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 
digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 

Initials apply Easier 
#VALUE! 06 0618750 eg 2 wife Applicant The 1 2 15 There was There was 8 Needs are 

has application no no not being 
experienc was problem problem met by 
ed " completed with filling with filling anyone. 
numerous and turned out this out this Daughter 
strokes in. A portion of portion of is 
and was therapist the the disabled. 
in need of and nurse applicatio applicatio Applicant 
in home came out to n. n. and 
care. His the house spouse 
wife has to deliver live alone. 
medical services a 

needs as couple 

well and times. Staff 
neither told 

are able applicant 

to take that 

care of services will 

themselve be 

s. terminated 

due to no 

longer 

qualifying. 

Applicant is 

still in need 

of services. 

I 

,....._ 

( .. : 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

~-

#VALUE! OS OS36390 mw 2 son Because I do not 3 2 14 She sould My 3 
I she is sick think she not have mother is 

and she understood been not really 
has how the more educated, 
problems process helpful, a lot 
getting worked, she was where she 
around what they very does not 
and would be helpful. understan 
getting a doing when My d. 
bath and they come mother 

getting in the just does 
around house. not want 
the house to accept 
for the fact 
normal that she 

i things. needs 

I help. We 
I 

are going 

I 
to need to 

I reapply. 

- t:--
#VALUE! OS OS38613 mw 1 My I feel like I 1 2 14 At first I I can not 3 

daughter do not need felt like think of 
' lives in it yet. I can she was a anything. I 

I Florence take my little 

i and was own bath hateful 
I worried and drive when she I 
I 

about me myself was 

and around. My talking to I 

I thought I daughter me. 

I 
needed wanted it 

help. for me. 
I 

0o 



Questions I Status 

I Person 

#VALUE! 

#VALUE! 

( 

Area 
(2 
digits) 

01 

05 

Date 1. CLTC 
Number 

11/5/200810137606 

0549929 

2. 13. Who is 
lntervie answering 

wer 

Initials 
tc 

mw 

6. Not 7. 8. 4. 
Relations 

hip 

5. 
Decide 

to 
apply 

follow I Feedbac 1 Hospital 
through k 

21 Daughter-in-UP has to I Main & 

1 

stay home I most 

alone a 

lot. She 

pressing 

thing 

falls down I needed was 
and Adult Day 

injures 

herself 

and has 

the 

Care. The 

family 

applied for 
CLTC 

potential services 

to be with the 

injured hope of 

badly. The having the 

family all 

works 

long 

hoours 

and they 

cannot 
stay with 

her. They 

do not 

want her 

hert. 

participant 

cared for. 1 

However, I 
phone calls 

were not I 
returned 

promptly I 
from CLTC 

staff, nor I 
did the 

family hear 

anything 

back from 

CLTC. 

Cause I Nothing 

really did that made 

need it me not 

pretty bad follow 

for through, I 

myself. am on the 
My waiting list 

fiancee is as far as I 

on it know. 

herself 

right now. 

1 

3 

2 

2 

9. dd I 110. '11. 12. 

mm 1 Easier I I Financi I Needs 
Helpful al Met 

Easier 
12 1After Did not 

intake I get to that 
from part. 

CLTC, 

nothing 

every 

happened 
. The 

nurse 
never 

came out 

to 

evaluate 

the P. 

81There was iThere was 
not a not a 

problem. problem. 

( 

13. 
Other 

81 Adult day
care for 

now, but 

need 

more help 
soon, as 

Ps health 
is quickly 

deteriorat 
in g. 

5 

o-



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

#VALUE! 19 OS 11/17/2008 0549747 tc 1 Practically She is 11 2 7 Just fine . Fine. 8 CLTC 
an invalid · receiving 

I cant walk services 

and she from CLTC 

I has a lot right now. 

of Participant 

I problems says that 

with her she receives 

health . weekly I 
daily help 

from people 

working for 

I 
CLTC. 

- -r--- - t--- -
#VALUE! 09 0934451 bnb 2 Sister Has P moved to 6 2 7 Nurse did Family not 8 Mcleod 

congestiv SC and not I not come familiar 

I e heart sure why he into with this 

I failure is not home. part of I 
and was receiving applicatio I 
receiving CLTC. n process. I 
CLTC in Family 

North things social 

Carolina. worker in 

NC helped 

fill out the I 
CLTC 

I 
' 

I 

application. 

I I I I 

(.) 
""'-. 

( 
' \ 



Questions 

I Person 

#VALUE! 

-
#VALUE I 

( 

\ 

Status Area 
(2 
digits) 

-
11 

I 

- -
09 

Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 

Number lntervie answering 

wer 

Initials 
1125687 amn 

I 
I 

0934355 bnb 

I 

4. 5. 
Relations Decide 

hip to 

apply 
1 I was 

married 

I for 37 
years and 

when my 

husband 

passed, I 

moved 

into a 

gov. apt. I 

have liver 

jproblems 

!and 
1 cannot 
!walk 

I because 

I of knee 

1
problems, 
and I need 

1help with 

' house 

I work and 
with 

taking my 
meds 

correctly 

I because I 
have 

I Hard for 2 Daughter 

I family to 

take care 

of P. P 

needed 

help 

getting 

around 

the house. 
i 
I 

{-

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 
through k Helpful al Met 

Easier 
My 1 2 5 I really do I was 8 A friend 
daughter not know. already on stays with 
moved in to medicaid 

1 
her in the 

take care of and I daytime. 
me, but the medicare. ! 
gov. 

housing 

office told 

me she had 

to move out 

because I 

have a one 

bedroom I 
apt. I m on 

I 
the waiting 

list for a 2 

I 

i 
bedroom I 
apt., but I 
could not I ! 

f 
get a CLTC I ' 
home care 

worker to 
I 

stay I 
overnight at ' I 
my one i 
bedroom I 

I 
apt. to take 

I care of me. 
- 1--

Family 2! 2 5 No 
No I 7 

decided to problems, problems. 
l 

put the Pin j but knew 

a nursing 
I 

that she I 
home. I needed ' 

help at all 

times of 

the day. 

- -



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier --

#VALUE! 01 11/10/2008 0137706 tc 2 spouse To keep No 1 2 4 Not The first 3 
from interview I complete part of 

I going into intake has d. No the 

I a facility been done medical appllicatio 
to live. since they exam has n has not 

filled out been been 
the done. done. 
application 

itself. P has 

not heard 

back from 

anyone at 
I CLTC about 

I his 

application . 

i I I 

rJ -

( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

#VALUE! 04 0423695 eg 1 Applicant Applicant 1 2 4 Applicant Applicant 8 Applicant 
I 

applied to reported did not I was not reported 
I the CLTC that 
I 

recall able to that she is 
program hospital receiving answer I now able 
in June worker told a medical this to care for 
while she applicant exam per question herself 
was in the that she the due to no and no 
hospital. would be nursing understan longer 

I 

Applicants put on a part of ding and needs 
mother waiting list the not CLTC. 
receiaved at the time. applicatio wanting Ajpplicant 

I CLTC Applicant n. to answer. was 

I program 7 
I 

reported frustrated 
I .Years that there about not 

I prior and was no receiving 

I 1 applicant follow-up the CLTC 

i /wanted after services. 

.the same hospital Applicant 
I services. stay. did not 

I 
I 

report of 

I 
I 

I I any nurse 
I 

I I or medical 

staff 

I I coming to 
I 

I 
the house 

I to I 

i I perform 

I I 
medical 

fl) 
-...... 

( ( ( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier ---- -

#VALUE! 08 0832079 bnb 1 I Have had IF P died 1 2 4 Think that Can not 4 
3 hip they CLTC they think of 

1surgerys would take should anything 

l in 23 property not take 

1 months. away. peoples 

J Hard to property 
get if they 

areound died. 
the house 

and take 

care of a 

!mentally 

i 
I retarded 
son . 

- I -r09 2 D'"'"1 D'"€"'" #VALUE! 0933403 bnb It took too 3 2 4 The nurse No 3 Hospice 
was the long for didnt problems. 

only CLTC to come. 

!caretaker come and 

land 
I 

they 

1 couldn't decided to 

keep on go with 

helping hospice. 

the client 

for long. 
--

#VALUE! 13 1307393 mn 3 Son I guess Just kept P 9 2 4 N/A N/A 7 
the family at his house 

wasnt for like 6 

I capable of months, 

taking and though 

I care of he could 

I her at a deal with 

time. her, but he 

couldnt. He 

put her 

back in a 

nursing 

home. 

")---
( ( ( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

I 
digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 

Initials apply Easier -- -
#VALUE! 13 1309876 amn 1 I cant I did not 1 2 4 I dont Nothing, 4 Not sure if 

stand up - qualify for it know. lm already hospital 
lm in a lot - I could get on stay was 
of pain- 2 into the tub ~ Medicaid before or 

I 
back by myself 

I 
and after 

surgeries. and dress Medicare. applying 
myself so for CLTC. 
they told 

me I do not 

qualify. P 

said there 

I 
her pain has 

increased 

I since 
I applying for 

i 
CLTC. 

I --
#VALUE! 01 10/31/2008 0129275 mw 2 daughter P can not My dad 1 21 3 Nothing I no 3 

do a lot by decided he ! think they nothing 

himself would take do pretty 

and she care of good 

was everything 

concerned himself he 

about his did not 

future and want any 

what help I 

would I 
happen 
down the 

line 

I 

ll) ·-

(-



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

- · --
10423785 

-
#VALUE! 04 eg 

11 
P has a Applicant 1 3 Applicant not able 8 Board of 
disabled never heard does not to Disabilitie I 

I I I 16 year back from remembe remembe s notw. 

I old child the case rthe · r the 

and is in manager applicatio applicatio 
need of regarding nat all n process. 

help in CLTC but because it 

the home has talked was so 

and to her long ago. 

I 
respite weekly 

I care. Case since then. 

I I worker Apprlicant 

I 
applied reports that 

I for it would be 
I 

helpful to I program 
I 

I after have 

I recomme additional 

nding it. help in the 

home. 

I 
I I I - I I i 

~ -

l 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 14. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer I hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials I apply Easier 

-

lr 
--

#VALUE! 05 0549670 mw I had I was told I 2 2 3 I do not I did not 8 Therapist 
pneumoni had too see how it even get came to 

I 
a and I much assets could that far. house. 

I I was on a that it have been 

I I wlaker would be a more 
anyway waste to easier. 
because I continue on · She was 
had back with trying very nice. 
surgery to get on 

that left the 
I me where program. 

I I I could 

I not walk. I 
I had family 

I coming in 

I but my 

i 
son and 

I daughter 

I work and 
I have their I 

I own 

families 
and they 

sacrifice 

to stay 

I with me. I 

I 
I 

am 73 and 

I live alone. 

\:'----

( ( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

#VALUE! 07 0716492 mw 1 Because I WE did not --2 2 3 They I do not 3 
had a make never remembe 

I stroke enough came to r. 
I 

and my money, we the house. 

husband did not 

was the qualify for 

only one medicaid 

to take they siad 

care of we were 

me and at 700 dollars 

the time to high. 

he was 

L_ 
not doing 

too well . 

- -
#VALUE! 08 

1

0831611 bnb 2 daughter P needs Worried 2 2 3 Feel like if No 3 

I 
help that the P can problems. 

I 

around property not repay P receives 
I I the house will be CLTC then medicaid I 

I and with taken away they Family, 

i bathing. if they can should sort of 

! not repay not take believe 

CLTC. their that 
i 

property. medicaid I 

I 
Think that is also 

I 
part of trying to 

applicatio take 

I n process peoples 

should be property. 

taken out. 

! -----

\)a 
...._ 

( \ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials apply 

#VALUE! 08 0832724 bnb 1 Mcleod 

Hill nurses 

asked did 

she want 

assistance 

from 
CLTC, 

because 

they was 

not going 

to be 

there 

long. 

Needed 

more help 

in the 

home. I 
I I 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
through k Helpful 

Did not 2 2 3 Had no 
complete problems 
the with the 
application applicatio 
because she n. 

did not 
have 

medicaid. 

11. 
Financi 
al 

Easier 
Did not 

file for 

medicaid, 

beccause 

she made 

to mcuh 

money. 

,' 
\ 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

13. l 
Other 

I 

I 

3 Mcleod 

Hll nurses 

came. 

o--



Questions I Status I Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
---· I 114 I n;3;2oos l141o41s #VALUE! amn 2 daughter P needed 

assistance 

at home 

with 

cooking, 

washing 

clothes, 
cleaning, 

preparing 

meals, 

and 

general 

house 

tasks. He 

is 94 years 

old and in 

need of 

care. 

I I 

( 

6. Not 1. Is. 19. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

P was told I 11 2 
that he was 

not eligible 

for the 

program 

because his 

income SS 
was slightly 

about 

medicaid 

requiremen 

ts. He was 

also turned 

down 

because the 

nurse that 

did his 

evaluation 
siad that he 
was not sick 

enough and 

that he did 

not meet 

the criteria 

becasue he 

was no 

I longer 
falling down 

10. j11. 

Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
3 Responde I P was 

nt feels turned 

that the down 

eligibility 1· because 
requireme his 

nts are income is 

too rgid . slightly 

The too high 

process to meet 

itself was I eligibility 
not hard. requireme 

Responde nts for 

nt feels 

that the 

medicaid. 

Responde 

questions 'nt said 

I 

asked that she I 

during the was not 

evaluation given any 
are unjust additional 

and that linformati 
the on about 

eligibility where to 

requireme go next to 

nts are get care 

ludicrous for her 

when father and 

applied to that she 

senior had to 

( 

12. ,13. 
Needs Other 
Met 

7 

<:) 

N 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd/ 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier --

#VALUE! 19 02 11/17/2008 0221035 TC 21 Daughter-in- P cant P had CLTC 5 2 3 Nothing. Nothing. 5 
law walk- she services, CLTC is Everythin 

I 

cant do then went great; the I g went 

house to hospice nursing ismoothly. 
cleaning. services part was I 
She needs services. fine. 

extra help Now 

around hospice has 

the house. requested 

She has that CLTC 

been sick- provide 

on supplement 

hospice al services 

care for for 
I 

I the past 3 housekeepi 
I 

or 4 years. ng and 
I 

such. Ps I 

daughter-in- I I 

I 
I 

i law says I 

I 
I 

that she 

I and her 

I husband i 

are 

I I constantly 

in touch I 
I 
I 

with CLTC i 

I and they i 
I i are 

#VALUE! 08 0832727 bnb 2 lwife 
I 

Family P stated 2 2 2 nothing IApplicatio 3 

i 
needed a feeling In process 

break better and I easy, but 

from was able to !could not 
caring for do things receive 
the P. for himself. medicaid. 

Family 

needed 

help for 

caring for 

P. 

-"-l 
( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. s. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials ! apply Easier 

#VALUE! 19 04 11/13/2008 0423733 tc 'ID.,,h .. , Her Her mother 3 1 2 This part D said she 1 
mother went was great. could not 
was sick, through the Daughter understan 
and she medical did not I d why the 
had to go exam and think applicatio 
and move everything- there was n got 
her from she was anything caught up 

NCto SC even on needed to in this 

so that Medicaid be done stage 

she had already. to this because 

proper They were part. her 
care. put on a mother 

I Daughter waiting list had 

I 
needed and I Medicaid 
extra help Daughter I already. 
caring for said she 1 Daughter 
her was given Jsaid 
mother excuses I something 
and had until she !about 

I 
heard so couldnt )paperwor I 

I I many wait any i k getting 
I 

I 

' 
good longer. Her jmixed up 

things mother had with 

about to go on ·1 another 
CLTC. hospice I applicants 

I 

care 

instead. l 

I 
I 

I 

~ 
N 

( ( \. 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
-

#VALUE! 01 11/11/2008 0137647 tc 
11 

She 
thought 

I that some 
I 

of the 

I 
CLTC 

services 

I 
would be 

good to 

I 
have to 
help her 

i out on 

I 
those 
days that 

she 

I I 
needed it . 

I I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

' 
I 
I 

I 
' 

( 

\ 

6. Not 7. 8. 
follow Feedbac Hospital 

through k 

P elected 2 2 
not to 
complete 
application 

at this time. 
She said 
that she 
goes 

through 
good days 

and bad 
days and 

she does 

not want to 
take a spot 

from 
someone 

who needs 
the services 
full time-

just from 

her 

perspective. 

She said 

that she 
wants to 

have the 

services 

9. dd I 10. 
mm Easier I 

Helpful 

1 Did not 
complete 

this 
portion . 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

11. 
Financi 

al 

Easier 
Did not 
complete 
this 
portion. 

( 

12. 
Needs 

Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

[Y) 

N 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 14. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer I hip to 

Initials I apply 
- -i 

#VALUE! 04 0423649 eg 21son Applicant 

I lived 

I alone in 

I FL and she 
I came up 

I to 

Charlotte 

to be with 

sane 

aftrer 

having a 

fall. Son 
i works full 
I time and 

is unable 
I to be with 

I applicant 

I 

during the 
I day. There 

was a 

need for 

transporta 

i tion and 
' someone I 

I 
to come 

to the 

house to 

i 
check on 

--·---

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

Applicant 2 2 

received a 
I 

large sum of 

money and 

no lager 

was 

interested. 

Son 

terminated 

application 

and 

request . 

Son felt that 

other 

services 

could be 

provided 

with 

additional 

money. 

Applicant is 

now in 

assisted 

living 

instead. Son 

and 

applicant 

were very 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
1 No, I do No there 

not recall were no 

any problems 

problems filling out 

with the this 

applicatio portion. 

n. 

~ 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

3 Applicants 

son took 

care of 

her in the 

home. 
Now 

applicant 

is in 

assisted 

living 

facility. 

I 

I 

I 

:r 
N 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 
digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
-

#VALUE ! 06 0618718 eg 1 Applicant Application 
I 
' is not able was 
I 

to care for completed 

self in fully by 

home any niece and 

I longer. applicant. 

Applicant Applicant 

is unable never heard 

to anything 

maintain back; there 

balance was no 

i and is a follow-up 

' high fall post turning I 

I risk. in 
I Applicant application. ' 
I niece had Applicant 

experienc became 

e for CLTC frustrated 

and and said 

I wanted forget it 

I the same after she 
I services heard 

I for nothing 

I 
applicant. back. 

I 
Applicant 

I 
deaf in 

one ear. 

r 
\ 

7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

1 2 1 No one 

came out. 

I 
Applicant 

went 

through 

entire 

process 

and 

neiher she 

or her 

niece had 

any follow 

up. 

! 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
Already 

have 

medicaid . 

There was 

not need 

to apply 

for 

medicaid. 

( 

13. 
Other 

8 Applicant 

is living 

alone with 

no 

assistance 

Applicant 

desires 

assistance 

with CLTC 

and is 

afraid of 

being 

alone with 

no help. 

1..{) 

"'-l 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 14. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering !Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials I apply --
11 1 01 11/5/2008 0137647 tc P says 

I that she is 

I unable to 
I 

I do 

anything 

for 

myself. 

She says 

that her 

hands 

dont work 

I 
too well. 

She needs 

help doing 

everythin 
g for 

herself. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
--

6. Not 7. 8. 
follow Feedbac Hospital 
through k 

P said that 2 
CLTC told 

her at I 
I 

intake that I they could 

take her 

property. 

She said 

that she has 

family 

(grandchildr 

en) to leave 

it to, and I 
she had I 
worked too I 
hard for it. I 

She said 

that she 

does not 

believe that 

they should 

be able to 

do that. 

I 

9. dd I 10. 
mm Easier I 

Helpful 

1 P did not 

receive a 

medical 

evaluation 

11. 
Financi 
al 
Easier 
NA - didnt 

get to that 

part 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

4 

13. 
Other 

.j

~ 

I 
I 

I 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 14. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering !Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

i Initials 
- I apply 

2 01 10/30/200810137080 tc 21wife P had 

colon 

I removed 

I was in the 

I 
hospital3 

months 

on a 

ventilator 

for 5 wks 

when he 

came 

home 

i 
I 

I 

I 

I I 
I 
I 
I 
i 

' 

I 
I 
I 

I 

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
through k Helpful 

Pwife said 

that she 

could take 

care of him 

and they do 

not need 

cite 

services. 

She said 

that she did 

I 
not even 

know what 

cite was and 

I they did not 
I 

need any 

I services. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
! 

I 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 

Easier 

( 

13. 
Other 

At the 

beginning 

of the 

phone 

conversati 

on both 

the p and 

his wife 

seemed 

knowledg 

eable of 

the CLTC 

program. 

Then it 

seemed 

as though 

they 

became 
increasing 

ly 

skeptical 

of sharing 

more 

informati 

on with 

me. I tried 

to make 

them feel 

t--
N 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
3 01 10/30/2008 0137536 tc 2 wife Pwas 

very sick. 

His wife 

(interview 

ee) was 

still trying 

to work 

full time. 

Between 

her and 

her 
daughter, 

they could 

not 

I 
properly 

care for P 

any 

longer. 

She 

needed 

! more help 

I with his 

care. 

I 

( . 

6. Not 7. 
follow Feedbac 
through k 

They 

applied for 

CLTC 

services 

when he 

was in the 

hospital, 

but his 

physician 

told the 

familiy that 

he was in 

the dying 

process and 

needed 

hospice 

care. 

Hospice 
provided all 

the 

supplement 

alcare 

services 

that the 

family 

needed. 

8. 9. dd I 10. 
Hospital mm Easier I 

Helpful 

2 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 

c 

13. 
Other 

1 

Oo 
~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations 

digits) wer hip 

Initials 
4 01 10/30/200810137535 tc 2 daughter 

: 

( . 

5. 6. Not 
Decide follow 

to through 

apply 
P had The P son 
several began the 

strokes application 

and a process and 

blood he had left 

clot . Her according to 

daughter the 

said that daughter. 

she had Daughter 

just had did not 

brain know what 

surgery was going 

and they on with the 

needed CLTC 

help I application 
caring for since her 

her. brother had 

just left. 

The 

daughter 

said the 

brother was 

gone and 
could not 

be 

contacted . 

7. 8. 9. ddl 
Feedbac Hospital mm 
k " 

j 
.I 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

\)"-

N 

: 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials apply 

5 01 10/30/2008 0137056 tc 21daughter P illness 

had 

I 
gotten 

worse and 
I 

nurse 

came to 

help the 

family out 

after he 

left the 

hospital. 

I 

The 

physician 

at the 

I hospital 

I told the 

I 
family 

about the 

I program. 

I i 

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 
follow Feedbac Hospital 
through k 

P illness 

progressed 

really fast. 

Her father 

passed 

away 

before the 

application 

had time to 

go through. 

He went 

from the 

hospital to 

hospice and 

died within 

two weeks. 

He was not 

evaluated 

by CLTC 

nurse. 

9. ddl 10. 11. 
mm Easier I Financi 

Helpful al 

Easier 

~ 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

I 
I 

I 

13. 
Other 

~ 
r~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
I Initials apply Easier -----

61 
11/10/200st0137707 

-
01 tc 1 Pwas People from 3 1 Did not Did not 3 

thinking hospital complete complete 
i that she came out medical this part 
I 

I would and she part. 

' have thought 
I 

people to they did i 
do some well with 

extra help getting her 

types of back to the 
I things in physical 
I 
I her home condition at 
I 

like which she 

laundry, could 

housekee independen 

ping, etc. tly care for 

herself. She 

says she has 

I 
people from 

her church 
' and family I 

coming to 

help her. I 

I ' 
-------

I 
--------- ----

--
N) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials J apply 

1--

71 
01 11/10/2008 0137717 tc 21daughter P needs 

constant 
I 

medical 

care and 

help with 

i all daily 

activities 

in the 

household 

, like 

getting 

dressed, 

bathing, 

etc. 

I 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

P daughter 4 1 
said that 

she was 

receiving 

help from 

CLTC 

already, but 

they told 

her that she 

had to get 

her mothers 

medicaid 

straightene 

d out. 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
Nothing It P 

was fine daughter 

said that 

she would 

have liked 

to have 

had 

someone 

to help 
· her 

through 

the 

medicaid 

portion . 

At least to 

receive 

additional 

informati 
on . 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

I 

3 

13. 

Other 

1\J 
'Y) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials apply 

8 01 11/10/2008 0137793 tc 2 spouse P got 

injured in 

2000 and 

he had a 

hospital 

stay. 

I 

I 
I 
I 

i 

I 
I I 

! I 
i 

I I 
I 

I I 

I I 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

With 1 1 
services 

provided 

after the 

hospital 

stay, P was 

able to be 

mobile with 

a walker. He 

had a 

wheelchair 

and a ramp 

was already 

there for 

accessibility 

. His wife 

said that 

she could 

help him 

with any 

needs that 

he had. 

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

The nurse 

never 

came for 

the 

medical 

exam. 

They only 

saw the 

social 

worker at 

intake. 

I 

11. 
Financi 
al 

Easier 
This part 

was not 

complete 

d. 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

fYJ 
~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. s. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

--
9 01 11/10/2008 0138053 tc 1 P had a P said that 1 1 Did not do Did not do 4 

stroke she needed this. this. 

and help with 

needed her 

help medicines, 

purchasin but she 

g her owns her 

medicatio own home 

ns. and 

medicaid 

wont have 

her. She 

said that 

because she 

I owns a 

house she 
I 

cant have I 
I medicaid, 
I 

I 
and she 

I I 
wont lie to 

I ggt_lt.__ I I I 

·::r-
f'r) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
10 01 11/11/2008 0137530 tc 1 P had a 

hospital 

stay when 

she found 

out about 

I CLTC. She 

is not 

ambulator 

y, and she . needed 

help 

around 

the house 

and help 

I with her 

I 

personal 

care. 

I 

I I I 
I I I I 

_ _L __ -- _ _l I 

6. Not 7. 8. 
follow Feedbac Hospital 
through k 

She decided 3 1 
that it 

would be 

best if the 

did not 

finish the 

application 

because 

after 

reading up 

on CLTC, 

she thought 

that in 

order to be 

on the 

program 

that she 

would have 

to sign over 

her 

property. 

9. ddl 10. 

mm Easier I 
Helpful 

Applicatio 

n did not 

get this 

fare . 

11. 

Financi 
al 

Easier 
this part 

was not 

done 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

4 

13. 
Other 

l.r) 

~ 



Questions I Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

I digits) wer hip to 
I 

Initials apply I 

--·----:-+ 
01 11/12/2008 0137508 1 P was told 

11 1 

tc 

while in 

the 

hospital 

with her 

husband 

who had 2 
strokes 

that she 

should 

apply for 

CLTC 

I 
services. 

She says 
I 

that she I 
I has a 

I 
disability 

but her 

husband 

I needed 

I I the 
I services. 

---
12 01 11/13/2008 0137766 tc 1 P was 

falling and 

she felt 

like she 

needed 
I some 

extra help 

around 

the house 
I 

to make 
I her feel 

I safer. 

I 
I 

(-

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
through k Helpful 

She said 3 1 She does 
that not know 
because her if they 

husband came to 

was getting do a 
better she medical · 

decided exam. 

that they 

did not 

need CLTC 

services. 

I I 

I 
She started 11 1 She never 

doing better I saw a 
I 

and decided I nurse at 

that she her home. I 
would wait 

to go on 

CLTC when I 

her health i 

worsened . I 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
They 

already 

had 

medicaid 

and did 

not do 

this part 

of the 

CLTC 

applicatio 

n. 

She never 

did this 

part. 

\ 

13. 
Other 

3 

I 

8 Feels like 

there are 

no needs 

to be met.1 

I 

She is 

getting 

better and 

can take 

care of 

herself for 

the 

present 

time. 

...:r 
r'r) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 
digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
13 04 0422443 eg 2 daughter-in-! Applicant The 

lived application 

alone and process was 

her helath completed 

I 
was by 

declining. applicant. 

She was Applicant 

unable to was denied 

physically services due 

function to not 

without qualifying 

assistance financially. 

Applicant 

moved in 

with 

daughter-

in-law to 

help with 

care, then 

applied 

for CLTC 

because 

family 

worked all 

day and 

applicant 

i was not 

( 

7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

1 1 There 

were no 

problems 

or 

difficulties 

in filling 

out this 

piece of 

the 

applicatio 

n. 

! 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
There 
were no 

problems 

or 

difficulties 

in filling 

out this 

piece of 

the 

applicatio 

n. 

\ 

13. 

Other 

3 Applicant 
has had to 

stay with 

daughter-

in-law and 

son 

because 

she does 
not 

qualify for 

services. 
Medically 

applicant 

qualifies 
for 

services. 

,..... 
f'r) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 
digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
14 04 0416169 eg 2 daughter P needed Application 

additional was 

health completed 

and and turned 

financial in . A nurse 

services. came to 

They house to do 

heard assessment. 

about The nurse 

CLTC food scared her 

program mother by 

which waring 

would be applicant 

very and 

I 

helpful to daughter 

family. that her 

Daughter house, 

I 
is disabled income, 

with bad assets, and 

I back and everything 

I legs, she owned 

i which would be 
I limits taken away 

I caregiving by program, 

I abilities. if thing did 
I not go right, 

I or if she 

i 
had to go to 

( 

7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 

Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

1 1 It was 
difficult to 

understan 

d the 

applicatio 

n. The 

applicatio 

nwas 

difficult to 

fill out 

and no 

help was 

provided, 

I. 
I 

I 

I 
I 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
No 
problems 

with this 

piece of 

the 

applicatio 

n. Nurse 

told 

applicant 

to apply 

for 

medicaid 

and did so 

3-4 

months 

ago 

13. 
Other 

3 Daughter 
recently 

gave up 

houseto 

move in 

with 

applicant. 

Needs are 

not being 

met 

properly 

and family 
is 

desperate 

for help in 

the home. 

i/Q 
"') 

I 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
15 OS 0549936- mw 2 sister He was 

trying to 

apply for 

medicaid, 
I 

the one 

I that 

would pay 

bills, but 

he applied 

for the 

wrong 

program. 

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

It was the 3 1 
wrong 

application, 

he needs 

the portion 

that will 

help pay 

doctors bills 

and hospital 

bills, 

insurance 

help. 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
Did not lm not 
get that sure 
far in 

process. 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

o-
f\; 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 
digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
16 OS 0518037 mw 1 Out of At first I felt 

need, my we did not 

husband qualify for 

had been the service 

taking from time 

care of to time with 

me and what I read, 

he is 80 I thought 

years old we were 

and has making a 

diabetes dollar or 

and is not two more 

able to thatn wht 

take care persons 
of me · who qualify 

himself. I for. Now I 

have know we 

trouble qualify 

I taking a because of 
bath and what extras 1 

getting we have to 

around care for, for 
the house. what my 

I get care 

around in encompase 

a s. 

motorized 

chair. I 

( 

7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi 
k Helpful al 

Easier 
1 1 If I had If I had I 

just just 

known takent he 

someone courage 

to call, to to call and 

have ask 

someone assistance 
to give me. 

more 

directions 

about 

what the 

process 

encompas 

es. 

I 

I 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

3 P had 

I 
! 
I 

! 
I 

I 

both to 

help, 

could not 

specify 

one over 

the other. 

(l 
.:::r-



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

17 OS 0548053 mw 1 Even P could not 1 A nurse 8 No one to 
though I understand did not take care 
can still question, come out of them. 
get even after to their 
around multiple house. 
the house, probes. 

I need 

help 

getting a 

bath . I 

was 

having 

problems 

getting 

around 

with 

I motor 

chair. 

-::r-

( \ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. s. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
18 05 0549300 mw 1 I was 

charged 

for my 

prescripti 

on for 

medicaid 
to Longs 

Pharmacy 

when I 

went to 

the 

I doctor, 
I they told 

I I me I had 

I 
1 carpal 
1tunnel 

land order 
braces. 

IThelady 
from the 

I 
!Pharmacy 

I 
'was the 

lone who 
I said there 
I 
[was a 

icommunit 

I 
'y service 

!to help 
' 

( -

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

They told 3 1 
me I did not 

qualify for 

it, it was a 

social 

worker. 
They said I 

did not 

sound like I 

needed 

assistance 

around the 

house. They 

said I would 

be put 
down on 

the bottom 

of the list 
and they 

would get 

back to me 

when they 

got around 

to my name 

again I. 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi · 

Helpful al 

easier 
They I never 
never got that 
came to far in the 

the house process 

because I 
did not 

qualify. 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

"'-~ 
':1-

I 
I 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

-
19 05 0549748 mw 1 I had been They said as 1 8 Insurance 

in 3 or 4 long as I pays for 
wrecks could get trans porta 
and my around tion. 
hip has myself, I did 

been not need 

broke, so I any help. 

am doing 

for myself 

now but I 

have 

trouble 

walking 
I and with I 
I 

1
my knees I 

I Jl need 

ltransporta 
t1on. 

I 

i i --f----
20 los 0549404 mw 1 ! 1-d~ not They said I 1 1 Did not Did not 4 

I remembe did not get that get that 

I :r if it was qualify far. far. 

i !because I because I 
I I have MS was not 
I lor if it was health 

!when I bound. 

broke my 

arm but I 

I 

could not 

take care 

of myself. 

I I 

~ 

( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials apply 

21 OS OS49739 mw 1 I had help 

like this 

back 

home in 

Missouri, I 

moved 

out here a 

year ago. I 

had been 

in the 

hospital 

for 38 

days 

I because I 
was 

I 
allergic to 

some 

chemicals. 

I 
lam 

I having 

I 
I trouble 

!getting 
strength 

back. 

When I 

I got here I 
fell down 

a flight of 
- . -

22 [os OS49619 mw 11 I never 

applied 

I for this 

program 

only for 

medicaid. 

I --------- - --- --

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

I was in a 2 1 

lot of pain, I 

had surgery 

on my 

hand. I have 

a nephew in 

Missouri 

and thought 

I was goiing 

to move 

back there. 

There was 

also 

another 

reason, the 

last sheet I 

came to 

said I would 

have to sign 

a paper 

giving them 

my rights if 

something 

happens to 

me. 

I am not 1 1 

sick enough 

for it. They 

said since I 

did not 

need this 

program I 
could not 

qualify for 

medicaid. 

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

No, there 

was 

nothing 

else she 

could 

have 

done. She 

was very 

thorough . 

I never 

had a 

nurse 

come out. 

11. 
Financi 
al 
Easier 
The 

length of 

how far 

back you 

have to go 

to get 

bank 

statement 

s. I did not 

have any 

help I did 

not want 

to go 

through 

all of that. 

I I did not 
have the 

' heart. I 

I did not 

!have to go 

!through 

!that when 

getting 

help in 

Missouri. 

No, they 

siad I 

made too 

much to 

stay on 

medicaid . 

( 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

8 Hired help 

3 

for 

cleaning. 

':J
:::r-



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 
digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
23 06 0617376 eg 2 daughter Applicant Case 

is unable Manager, 

to get in Barbara 

the Pol lin, told 

bathtub appliant she 

by herself was not 

and needs medically 

physcial eligible for 

assistance CLTC, 

according to 

Applicant the form 

needs her that the 

blood daughter 

sugar and filled out. 

i coumadin No in home 

checked medical 

on a daily exam was 

basis by a done on 

nurse. applicant, 

Applicant but 

needs eligibility 

someone was soley 

I to help based on 

I strip and application 

make up form . 

I 
her bed . 

I I I 
-----

( 

7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

2 1 There 

were no 

problems 

with this · 

part of 

the 

applicatio 

n process. 

J 

I 
I I 

I 

I 

I I 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
No 

problems 

with this 

piece of 
a··pplicatio 

n. 

( 

13. 
Other 

8 Nurse 

coming 

out to do 

physical 

therapy. 

Nurse aid 

doing 

bathing 

an 

dressing 

for 

applicant. 

Currently 

using 

other 

agency for 

in home 

care. CLTC 

case 

manager 

referred 

applicant 

and family 

to 

another 

resource. 

\() 
'::]--



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

24 106 0618786 eg 2 daughter Daughter Daughter 1 No No 3 
I applied decided to problems problems 

I 

I 
I for withdraw filling out filling out 

I 

I 
I program application applicatio applicatio 

I after before n . . n. 

hearing submitting 

from it. Daughter 

coworkers and pts 

about the other 

help she daughter 

could decided to 

receive in care for 

caring for mother 

her so ley 
I mother. without 

I 
I 

i Daughter additional I 

I 
had been help. No I 
taking problems I 

I 
I 

care of pt with i 

I mother application I 
I I 

I 
alone with process. I I I some help 

I 
from her ' 
sister. 

I 
i 

-.s-
-::r-



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. s. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
25 06 0618824 eg 2 daughter P needed 

more care 

than what 

could be 

provided 

by two 

daughters 

. P has 

significant 

difficulty 

ambulatin 

g, is blind 

in one 

I 
eye, and 

eye sight 

I 
is poor in 

other eye. 

I 
I 

I i 

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

An 1 1 
application 

was filled 

out by P 

daughter. A 

nurse came 

to the 

house to 

assess P. 

Daughter 

reported 

that nurse 

told other 

duaghter 

that the 

nurse hold 

her that the 

participants 
property, 

income, and 
everything 

she owned 

would be 

taken away 

by program. 

Daughter 

cancelled I 

application I 
I 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 

Helpful al 

Easier 
There was It was not 

no difficult to 

problem fill out 

in filling applicatio 

out this n. 

piece. 

I 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

13. 

Other 

3 Daughter 

is caring 

for 

mother 

alone with 
no 

additional 
help. 

t--
:::r-



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
26 07 0713935 mw 1 I needed 

someone 

to come 

and help 

with 

activities. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

- ·---- t-
27 07 0721465 mw 2 sister He was in 

the 

hospital 

and when 

he came 

out, he 

could not 
do much 
for 

himself. 

- ----- - ----

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 
follow Feedbac Hospital 
through k 

I made the 1 1 
mistake of 

trying to 

I 
clean my 

carpet b/c I 

was trying 

to make it 

look nice. 

They said 

that if I was 

able to 

clean my 

carpet that I 

didn not 

need the 

services, 

even 

though 

cleaning the 

carpet put 

me out for a 

few days. i 
The carpet 

I was not 

that clean 

but I just 

wanted it to 

smell okay. 

He was in 1 1 

the 

program I 

and he got 

I well enough I 
to where he I 
could take I 

care of 
himself 

again. 

I -

9. dd I 10. 11. 
mm Easier I Financi 

Helpful al 

Easier 
They did 

not come 

out 

because I 

told them 

I could 

clean the 

carpet. 

nothing 

( 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

8 neighbor 

8 He takes 

care of 

himself. 

~ 
:r-

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials apply 

28 08 0804720 bnb 1 Need 

someone 

to help P 

take a 

bath and 

get 

around 

the house, 

since she 

had a 

stroke. 

29 08 0826681 bnb 1 Live alone 
! and was 

I 
in the 

hospital 

I several 

I times and 

I no one 
I 

was there I 

I to help. 

I 
! 

-
I 

2 husband She was 30 08 0832496 bnb 

I 
sick and 

need help 

I around 

the house. 

31 08 0832639 bnb 1 Had a 

broken 

hip, which 

is healing 

very well . 

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

CLTC turned 2 1 
the client 

down -I i 
have to be 

I 

almost dead 

to qualify. 

Worried 1 1 
about 

property 

and house 

being taken 

away by 

CLTC. 

I 

Decided not 1 1 

to because 

you have to 

give up 

property 

Was in too 2 1 

good of 

shape to 

need the 

service. 

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

No nurse 

came. 

nothing; 

Applicatio 

n process 

was not 

hard, but 

feared 

that 

property 

would be 

taken 

away. 

Had no 

problems 

11. 
Financi 
al 
Easier 
did not fill 

out 

medicaid 

financial 

part of 

applicatio 

n. 

nothing; 

Did not 

follow 

through 

with 

medicaid 

process. 

Was able 

to sign 

papers 

because P 

was sick. 

Had no 

problems 

\. 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

8 Friend 

4 

3 

3 

0'-
::r 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
32 08 0832746 bnb 1 P can not 

walk too 

good and 

need 

helps 

around 

house. 

33 08 0832778 bnb 2 husband Wife goes 

to dea 

and they 

recomme 

nd that 

she apply 

I for ClTC. 
I 

I 
I 

I i 
34 08 10/31/2008 0832723 bnb 

I 

2 wife someone 

came 

ClTC 

called 

then and 

asked did 

they want 

their 
I services. 

Think 

someone 

from 

Mcleod 

submitted 

their 

name. 

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

Did not 2 1 
have 

medicaid or 

medicare 

and could 

not get 

ClTC 

assistance if 

she did not 

have that. 

Wife 2 1 

wanted 

husband to 

continue 

taking care 

of her. 

Decided 

I 
2 1 

that they 

did not 

need their 

services. 

I 

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

Had no 

problems. 

A nurse 

did not 

come in 

to the 

home 

because 

they did 

not want 

services. 

Did not fill 

out the 

applicatio 

n. 

11. 

Financi 
al 

Easier 
Had no 

problems, 

but could 

not 

receive 

medicaid . 

No 

problems 

with 

applicatio 

n the 

counselor 

help fill 

out 

applicatio 

n. 

Did not fill 

out 

applicatio 

n for 

medicaid . 

\ . 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

3 

3 

3 Mcleod 

a 
1.{) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

- --
35 08 10/31/2008 0811205 bnb 2 sister At first Was not 2 1 A nurse No 3 

could not eligible for did not trouble at 

do for medication come in all. 

himself he was able the home. 

and to do for his Did not 
needed self. make it to 

help that part 
paying for of the 

medicatio applicatio 
n. n. 

----
36 08 0832621 bnb 2 daughter Mother Afraid that 1 1 Did not no 3 

needed mothers like the problems 

help land would way the with 
around have been nurse medicaid 
the house. taken away. processed 

the 

applicatio 

n. They 

I did not 

explain 

that they 

would 

I take 
I mothers 

i land. ! 
-

!0832744 3! 37 08 bnb 2 daughter P needed CLTC could 3 1 Did not let no trouble 

I some help charge the nurse I 
around Pin the access the I 

I the house. long run for home 

services he once 
received . found ut P 

could be 

I 
charged 

for 
I services in 

I 

the long 

run. 

-
( ( lfl 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
38 08 0832624 bnb 1 P broke 

her leg 

and 

throught 

she was 

not going 

to be able 

to walk. 

39 08 0830893 bnb 2 husband P can not 

walk and 

fmaily 

have to 

take her 

to the I 
bathroom 1 

. Had had 

2-3 

strokes 

I I 

I 
I I i 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
-·--- - -

40 08 0822021 bnb 1 P lives by 

herself 

and is 

handicapp 

ed. 

I 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

Doctor told 3 1 
her she 

would be 

able to walk 

again. 

Was afraid 6 1 
that house 

would be 

taken away 

by CLTC. 

CLTC did 1 1 

not 

consider 

the P 

eligible 

since she 

did not 

have 

medicaid . 

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

no 

problems 

.,._ 

People 

from CLTC 

were 

telling 

them 

different 

informati 

on on 

applicatio 

n process. 

Some say 

the house 

could not 

be in wife 

name and 

some say 

itt could 

be. 

No 

problems, 

but did 

not 

qualify for 

CLTC 

11. 

Financi 
al 

Easier 
no 

problems 

nothing 

No 

problems, 

but did 

not 

qualify for 

medicaid . 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

3 

3 

3 

13. 
Other 

--

f'J 
4j 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 

digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
41 08 0832444 bnb 2 daughter Family P did not 

wanted want estate 

someone to be taken 

there to away. 

watch the 

p. Help 

the P 

around 

the house. 

-
42 10 11/3/2008 1054322 amn 2 daughter Daughter P daughter 

thought felt that her 

that her mothers 

mother condition 
i 

' 
needed · had 

extra help improved 

in the and that 

home. I she no 

!longer 

!needed the 

I program. 
I 

She had 

grown 

stronger 

and was 

able to 

move her 

limbs 

better. 

I I 

7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 

Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

1 1 Applicatio 

n process 

went 

smooth 

but they 

did want 

monty to 

be taken 

from P 

estate. 

3 1 p 

daughter 

thought 

that CLTC 

was 

ehlpful in 

the 

process 

and that 

she simply 

cancelled 

the 

applicatio 

n because 

her 

mother 

got 

better. 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
nl 

P did not 

make it 

that fare 

in the 

process. 

c 

13. 
Other 

8 VA 

3 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

approved 

him to get 

con fort 

keepers 

and 

hospice. 

Nl 
lr 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply_ 
43 10 1054142 amn 2 daughter Pis 

diabled 

and needs 

help. She 

would like 

a paid 

family 

caregiver 

because 

daughter 

works 

during the 

day. 

-- _j_ 

c \ 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 

through k 

P did not 1 
decide to 

cancel 

application, 

she is still 

waiting to 

hear back 

about it. 

10. 11. 

Easier I Financi 

Helpful al 

Easier 

12. 

Needs 

Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

'::J
l...tj 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 
13. I I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 

I 
Initials apply Easier 

44 11 1125792 amn 1 I had a A lady came 1 1 P said that She did 3 
couple out to my the not make 

falls house and assessor it that far 
' recently, looked at that came in the 

and about my apt. to her process. 

12-13 andthen home did 

years ago told me you not have 
I hurt my do not meet any 
hip and I our criteria. conversati 

was in a She said on with 
car wreck that her me, and 

about a house is not she was 

year ago. I cluttered, not nice. 
I need help she just She said 

with needs help that she 

house with was not 

work, like cleaning. given any 

mopping She feels explanatio 

and that she can n as to 
I 

vaccumin not seem to !why she 
I g. get services. idid not 

!meet 
criteria 

and that 

the 

I 

assessor 

looked at 

her coldly 

~ 

( ( c 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials apply 

45 11 1125764 amn 1 Neither P 

nor her 

family 

made the 

call to 

CLTC to 

apply. She 

said that 

her 

neighbor 

called 

CLTC and 

that it was 

not her 

place to 

attend 

our 

business. 

She said 

that it was 

not her 

decision 

and that 

her family 

can take 

care of 

I 
her. 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

When 1 1 
someone 

from CLTC 

called to 

come out to 

her house, 

she 

cancelled 

the 

appointmen 

t. She feels 

that she 

does not 

need CLTC 

help. 

I 

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

She was 

not 

interested 

in 

applying 

and did 

not go 

through 

with 

process. 

I 

11. 
Financi 
al 

Easier 
did not 

apply 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

--..9' 
J..c) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 
digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
46 11 1126095 amn 1 I had a I do not 

stroke need it 

I and could anymore. 

I 
not do 

anything 

for myself 

( . 

7. 8. 9. dd/ 10. 11. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi 
k Helpful al 

Easier 

11 
did not I was nto 
make it to involved 

that point in that. 

in the 

process 

( 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

13. I 

Other 

I 

8 P felt that · 

she does 1 

not need 
1 

CLTC 

services, 

but 

mentione 

d that she 

is under a 

program 

that pays 

for her 

hospital 

bills and 

medicatio 

ns. 

r:-
~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 

digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
47 14 1416232 amn 1 I needed Medicaid 

help taking 

vacuum in everything I 

g and made 

dusting everything 

and in my name. 

cleaning. P said that 

the woman 

who came 

out to do 

her 

evaluation 

I told her 
i that she 
! would have 

to give her 

life 

insurance to 

medicaid to 

I pay them 

I ! off in the 

I I case that 
I 

I 
something 

I happened 
I 

to her. She 

I said -to 

I 
heck with it. 

7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

4 1 P said that 

the 

woman 

who did 

her 

evaluation 

was nice 

and that 

she could 

not think 

of 

anything 

to have 

made it a 

more 

helpful 

process. 

11. 
Financi 

al 

Easier 
I don't 

think it 

would be 

right to 

take my 

life 

insurance 

away. P 

also said 

that she 

felt CLTC 

explained 

everythin 

gfine. 

\ 

12. 

Needs 

Met 

4 

13. 

Other 

!).; 
\(" 

j 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
48 14 1418633 amn 1 I was in 

the 

hospital 

and when 

I got out I 

was 

having 

difficulty 

doing 

things 

around 

the house. 

- --- ----

{ ( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

When I go 4 1 
home, I got 

better. P 

said that 

she no 

longer had 

need for thel 
program 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 

Helpful al 

Easier 
cancelled 

applicatio 

n before 

this step 

( 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

! 
I 

cr--
1_[) 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
49 14 1417370 amn 1 P said that 

her 

I 
husband 

was on 

the CLTC 

program 

before he 

passed 

away, and 

that she 

has had 

three 
I back 

I 
fusions 

and his 

I 
replaceme 

nts and 

needs 

help with 

house 

work. 

( 

6. Not 7. 
follow Feedbac 
through k 

P called 

CLTCto ask 

if she could 

have 

someone 

help her 

around the 

house. 

When CLTC 

sent her a 

form to 

complete, p 

called and 

told CLTC 

that CLTC 

misunderst 

ood and 

thought 

that I 

needed long 

term care. P 

said that 

she needs 

help around 

the house 

but not long 

term care. 

She 

8. 9. ddl 10. 
Hospital mm Easier I 

Helpful 

1 

I 

11. 
Financi 

al 
. Easier 

( 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

4 

13. 

Other 

0 
~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 13. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer 1 hip to through k Helpful al Met 

I Initials i apply Easier 
50 02 

I 
0229177 vw I 2 Husband Wife is 10 In the 1 1 No. They Not really. 3 

I years process of are I just had 
I 
I older and completing waiting to look 

I has information for around 
Parkinson for the financial for some 
sand financial informati stuff, but 
spends information on and I most stuff 
99%of guess ' I had. 
time in then their 
bed . nurse will 
There are come. 
only three 

of us in 

the home I 

and I need 
I 

to make ' I 

sure if 

something 
happens 

I to me 

someone I will take 

I I 

care of I 

her. ' 

I 

-·~ 

~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 

digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
51 02 0229162 vw 1 A person I didnt want 

I came by nothing to 

and asked do with the 

me to program 

apply for and they 

the said to have 

program, my family 

and told come to 

me about mee with 

the them, but I 

I program. I said NO. I 

did not can talk for 

ask for it. myself and I 

The apt. made a 

manager report to an 

gave her investigator 

my name so they 

and we wouldnt 

got into it keep 

for that. I bothering 

can take me. 

I 

care of 

myself. 

~-

(' ( / 

7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

2 1 Was not 

interested 

, did not 

want to 

be in the 

program. 

Did not 

talk to a 

nurse. 

-~~ ~ ~ -~ - ~- ---- -- - ------

11. 
Financi 
al 

Easier 
Did not do 

this part. 

A lady 

came by 

and asked 

me to be 

on 

program. I 

was not 

interested 

and told 

them 

that. 

-- - --------

12. 13. 
Needs Other 
Met 

8 Take care 

--------- --

of myself 

and dont 

need the 

program. 

N 
~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 

digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
52 02 0228540 vw 2 Family Was in She has 

hospital mental 

and was illness, and 

told about did not feel 

program comfortable 

while in with 

the someone 

nursing bathing or 

home. caring for 

her. 

I 
' 

I 
I I 

I 
i 

I -

I 

The nurse [She started 53 02 0212761 vw 2 Close friend 

came out Ito get 
I and said it j better and I 

was a ! she decided 

good I she did not 
thing for need it. 

her and I 
I 

I we I 
thought 

she would 

need it. 

I 

(~ ( 

7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

3 1 I think the 

nurse did 

a good 

job. 

5 1 It was 

very 

helpful. 

Nurse 

gave good 

informati 

on and 

was 

helpful 

I 
during 

process. 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
It was 

easy for 

us. 

No 

problems 

with 

process. 

Feels that 

experienc 

e was very 

positive 

and CLTC 

was a 

good 

program. 

Would us 

in the 

future if 

needed. 

( 

13. I 
Other 

8 She has 

gotten a 

lot of 

rehab and 

is able to 

do things 

on her 

own. The 

only 

problem 

we have is 

her 

eating, 

but I am 

able to 

assist her. 

I 

8 With close! 

friend. P ' 

felt 

uncomfor 

table with 

stranger 

in home 

and felt 

she would 

be better 

if friend 

continute 

d to care. 

fV") 
-.3-



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 

digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
54 02 0229466 vw 1 I just want I thought 

someone they were 

to come !wanting us 

in and to sign up 

care for and tell 

us. them all 

this stuff so 

they could 

take our 

house when 

we died. I 

just wanted 

1

someone to 

:help us 

[around the 

I house. My 
son has 

I 
I helped us to 

I buy this 
I home and 

i 
I 

I 
jhe should 

I jbe the one 
I I 

Ito get it. I 

[never called 

I 
r hem back. 

55 03 I 0321184 vw 2 Daughter Someone We didnt 

came to need it. 

visit, but Mom has 

mom was hospice. 

already 

involved I 
I 

with 

hospice. 

So we 

didnt 

need the 

program . 
. . --

(. 

7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
k Helpful 

1 1 There 

wasn't a 

nurse that 

came, it 

was some 

fella that 

came by. 

But I 

wasnt 

sure 

cause I 

know how 

those 

programs 

work. 

1 1 We 

we rent 

involved. 

. ... . 

11. 
Financi 
al 

Easier 
Did not 

apply 

because 

they were 

going to 

try and 

take my 

house 

that me 

and my 

wife want 

my son to 

have. 

We 

already 

have 

Medicaid. 

We didnt 

need to 

give them 

that 

i.nformati 

on . 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

13. 
Other 

8 A woman 

5 

come 

twice a 

month 

and 

cleans up 

and takes 

us places 

we need 

to go. 

--

"::r 
...s 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 

digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
56 03 0321222 vw 2 Husband She She didnt 

needed want 

help. anyone in 

the house 

or helping 

her. 

57 03 0321288 vw 2 Wife We didn't . My husband 

They doesn't 

came by. want 

anyone to 

help hime. 

Sometimes 

not even 

me. I need 

help caring 

for him, but 

if I try to get 

these 

people to 

come help 

he is going 

to be upset. 

They said I 

cant ask for 

help, he has 

to ask for it. 

( 

7. 8. 9. ddl 
Feedbac Hospital mm 
k 

3 1 

2 1 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
No No 

Answer Answer 

I 

11 don't No 

know if Answer 

she was a 

nurse, she 

didnt 

have a 

uniform 

on . I think 

it was the 

!head lady 

lor 
I something 
. I don' t 

1

remembe 

1 

r, but .she 
was n1ce. 

I 

I I 
I 

( 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

4 

3 

13. ! 

Other I 

lr 
.,j 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
58 19 01 0137476 jc 2 Wife A nurse 

talked to 

I 
family 

about the 

program 

& the 

"family 

knew they 

needed 

more help 

in caring 

I 
for him. 

--·· j__ 
59 19105 11/13/2008 0549439 tc 1 She needs 

help doing 

things 

around 
the house 

because 

I 
she is not 

able to do 
I everythin 

g. 

1 I 

(' 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

P decided 4 1 

he didnt 

want help 

and wanted 

to still be 

able to care 

for himself. 

She is under 1 1 

the 

impression 

that she is 

currently 

waiting for 

services. 

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

Cancelled 

appointm 

ent first 

I time. 

Then 

never 

reschedul 

ed 

because P 

decided 

not to use 

program. 

I 
L 
I Nurse has 

I"" wm• out- to 

her 

Jknowledg 

,e. 

! 

I 
I 

I 
I 

11. 12. 
Financi Needs 
al Met 
Easier 
Very easy 

Did not do 

this part. 

( 

3 

3 

13. 
Other 

I 

·- I 

I 

I 

I 

~ -....:: 
~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
60 19 OS 11/17/2008 0549957 tc 2 Daughter P needed 

services 

for care-

I but 

daughter 
I does not 

rem em be 
r filling 

out CLTC 

paperwor 

k. She said 

they may 

have done 

it before 

I or during 

her 

I mothers 
I nursing 
I 
I home 

i stay. 

i 

6. Not 7. 8. 
follow Feedbac Hospital 
through k 

Pis not 1 1 
receiving 

hospice 

services 

within her 

home. But 

the 
daughter 

did want 

the number 

to the CLTC 

office to 

find out 

more about 

the 

program 

that what 

interviewer 

could tell 

her. 

9. dd/ 10. 11. 
mm Easier I Financi 

Helpful al 

Easier 
Did not Did not 

complete complete 

it. it. 

I 

12. 

Needs 

Met 

13. 
Other 

5 Hospice 

Care in 

home 

1:
'-!:l 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
61 19 OS 11/13/2008 0549517 tc 2 Daughter P has MS 

and is 

confined 

to a 

wheelchai 

r. She 

needs 

assistance 

daily with 

activities 

within the 

home. P 

has a very 

limited 

income 

and 

cannot 

afford 

personal 

care on 

her own 

and 

neither 

can her 

family. 

I 

c-

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 

follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I 
through k Helpful 

Daughter is 3 1 Pretty 
under the much 

impression staight 
that her .. ... forward. P 

mother has was found 

been found to be 

CLTC eligible 

eligible and for 

is waiting services. 

on services The nurse 

to begin. was nice. 

I 

11. 

Financi 
al 

Easier 
Medicaid 

paperwor 

kwas 

hard to 

deal with; 

it was not 

a smooth 

process. 

Daughter 

said that 

its too 

bad that 

services 

all are 

based on 

Medicaid 

eligibility-

the task is 

very 

daunting. 

Should be 

taken on a 

case-by-

case basis. 

( 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

3 

13. 
Other 

~ 
-..!:1 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. s. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 
Initials apply 

62 19 01 11/13/2008 0138014 tc I 2 Mother A lady 
I 

! from CLTC 

I came to 

I her home 
I to speak 

I with her 

I about 

I 
CLTC 

services. 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
- -

( \. 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

She felt like 6 1 
everything 

they 

needed-

meaning for 

her sons 

care was 

covered by 

Medicare. 

Her son 

tried to get 

on 

Medicaid 

and 

couldnt. 

She said 

they 

applied for 

CLTC 

services 

more than 2 

years ago. 

(?) Her son 

has since 

passed 

away. 

--~ -

10. 
Easier I 
Helpful 

She 

doesn't 

remembe 

r because 

she has 

been 

through 

so much 

for so 

long. 

11. 
Financi 
al 

Easier 
Her son 

didnt 

qualify for 

Medicaid. 

( 
\ 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

1 

13. 
Other 

I 

~ 
~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person {2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
63 19 06 11/17/2008 0614348 tc 1 P lives 

alone · he 

is a 

widower, 

and he is 

80. He 

I 
said he 

cannot do 

all the 

I 
things 

around 

I 
the house 

himself 
I because ! 

I his health 
I is failing I 
I 

I 
and it 

hurts to 
I get up 
I 
I and down. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-- -------------·-----

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

P is getting 3 1 
CLTC 

services 

right now. 

However, 

he feels like 

they are not 

giving him 

the proper 

services for 

his health. 

10. 11. 
Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
The None 

process 

was fine. 

1--

( 

12. 
Needs 
Met 

4 

13. 
Other 

~ 
t-..... 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

64 19 06 0618770 2 Family 

I 
Family 

member member 

: who runs 

•· 

I 
boarding 

house 

I where P 

used to 

live. She 

no longer 

has 

contact 

with P, 

but did 

assist him 

in filling 

out the 

CLTC 
applicatio 

n. Does 

I 
not have a 

number 

to reach 

him - does 

not know 

if he is 

receiving 

services . 

....._ 
t--. 

( ( 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
65 19 06 11/17/2008 0618803 tc 2 Daughter Pis in the 

final 

I 

stages of 

dementia . 

Ps 

daughters 

(including 

interview 

ee) do not 

want to 

put her in 

a nursing 

home. 

The 

needed 

some 

extra help 

caring for 

her. 

66 09 0934395 bnb 1 Daughter 

signed P 

up for the 

program. 

P needed 

help 

around 

the house. 

----- -----·--

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

They 3 1 
applied for 

CLTC 

services, 
I but they 

were told 

that the 

waiting list 

was 2 to 3 

months 

long. They 

needed 

services 

ASAP. They 

were told 

abou PACE I 
and started 

using them. I 

Family I 1 1 

decided 

that they 

could take 

careofP. I 
I 

i 
I 

10. 11. 

Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
This part If the 

was fine . process 

was more 

.. efficient, 

easier and 

faster so 

that 

people 

could get 

services 

faster. 

Nurse did Did not do 

not come. Medicaid 

financial 

part of 

applicatio 

n. 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

6 

3 

13. 
Other 

N 
t---. 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide 

digits) wer hip to 

Initials apply 
67 09 0934349 bnb 2 Mother Needed 

help with 

the 

daughter 

around 

the house. 

I 

I 

I 
I 

' -i- ''' 10934389 68 09 
I 

bnb 1 P had 

I spinal 

surgery 
I and needs 

I help 

~--
around 

the house. 

69 0934455 BNB 2 Daughter-in- Needs 
I 

I 
law help 

I around 

the house. 

70 09 0929221 bnb 2 Wife P has a 

disease 

and 

needed 

help 

I 
around 

the house. 

( 

6. Not 7. 8. 9. ddl 
follow Feedbac Hospital mm 
through k 

If you 1 1 

accepted 

CLTC 

program, -
then the 

Home Aid 

program 

she was a 

part of 

would quit 

helping her. 

Home Aid 

program 

offered 

more 

variety than 

CLTC. 

P started to 1 1 

feel better 

and did not 

need the 

service 

CLTC was 

offering. 

Did not 1 1 

understand 

the CLTC 

application 

process. 

Wasnt I 1 1 
eligible for 

the 

program 

because of 

monitary 

reason. 

--------- - -

10. 11. 

Easier I Financi 
Helpful al 

Easier 
No nurse No 

came. problems. 

No Did not fill 

problems. out 

Medicaid 

applicatio 

n. 

No nurse No 

came out. problems 

with 

process. 

No Did not 

problems. qualify for 

Medicaid. 

No 

problems. 

( 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

13. 1 
I 

Other I 

8 Home Aid 1 

program. 

-
8 She 

3 

5 

handles 

care. 

N') 

~ 



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 

I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow 
digits) wer hip to through 

Initials apply 
71 09 0934242 bnb 1 Lived Did not 

alone and need CLTC 

had right now. 

problems Knee got 

with her better. 

knee. 
72 09 0934222 bnb 1 Legs CLTC said 

started to she didnt 

I give out need their 

on her. assistance. 

Client could 

basically do 

without the 

program. 

--L 73 09 
I 

0934189 bnb 1 She had a CLTC would 

stroke send 

I 
and needs someone to 

help help her if I 
I around she couldn't 

! the house. take her 

' bath and ; 
I take care of 
I 
I herself. 

I Didnt 
I 

qualify for I 

' I CLTC. 

I -
74 09 ! 0933313 bnb 1 Not sure CLTC said 

I why that she 
I 

casework didnt 

er filled qualify for 

out the 

paperwor program, 

k for her but she 

to be a does 

part of receive 

CLTC. Medicaid . 

7. 8. 9. dd/ 10. 
Feedbac Hospital mm Easier/ 
k Helpful 

3 1 No 

problems. 

1 1 Nurse 

didnt 

come in 

home. 

1 1 A nurse 

did not 

come out. 

2 1 Didnt go 

that far 

because 

she didnt 

qualify. 

11. 

Financi 
al 
Easier 
No 

problems. 

No 

problems. 

Do not 

receive 

Medicaid . 

Do not 

remembe 

r filling 

out 

applicatio 

n. 

Nothing. 

I 

12. 

Needs 
Met 

13. 

Other 

3 

3 

-
8 Pays 

3 

someone 

to come 

out and 

help. 

i 

:r-
~'--



Questions Status Area Date 1. CLTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd/ 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier/ Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier 

75 09 0931358 bnb 2 Needed CLTC denied 1 1 No Did not go 3 
help P because trouble. through 

around the with it 

the house application because 

because wasnt sent CLTC said 

she has to she would 

back Medicaid . have to 

problem. CLTC give up 

wanted P to First 

get off of Choice. 

First Choice. 

76 09 0930944 bnb 1 Medicaid Medicare 1 1 No No 4 
stopped was going trouble. trouble. 

paying for to stop 

medicine. insurance if 

she got on 

CLTC. +, -
Need help Afraid 3 1 No 3 77 09 0934338 bnb 1 

being house problems. problems. 

bathed would be Told nurse 

and had taken away to cancel 

fallen and by applicatio 

!broke her Medicaid. n because 

!back. she 

thought 

I I 
they 

would 

take her 

house. 

I 
_l_ ... ------

li) 
\'" ...... 

\. 



Questions Status Area Date 1. ClTC 2. 3. Who is 4. 5. 6. Not 7. 8. 9. dd I 10. 11. 12. 13. 
I Person (2 Number lntervie answering Relations Decide follow Feedbac Hospital mm Easier I Financi Needs Other 

digits) wer hip to through k Helpful al Met 
Initials apply Easier ·--

78 13 1309389 amn 2 Wife Family A physical 1 1 A nurse N/A 5 
doctor therapist did not 

suggested came out to come out 

CLTC the home to to the 
because P do physical home -

had exercises only a 

trouble with the physical 

walking applicant, therapist. 

and was but a nurse 

using a never came 

walker out to the 

and then home - the 

I 

a nurse only 

wheelchai called to ask I I 

I r. his wife I I I some 

I I 
questions. 

The nurse 

I told his wife I 

I 
that he is i 
not eligible 

I 
because he 

! is <q> not 

invalid </q> I 
or bed- I 
ridden; he is I 
able to 

I 
I 

move with a ! - .. _l 

~ 

..... 


